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APPENDIX A.
Public Opinion Survey Results
Note: The results following questions #9 and #10 have not been included because they are narratives that require too
many pages, but they can be obtained through the city.

Tullahoma Comprehensive Plan Survey

Q1 How would you describe the overall quality of life for you as a Tullahoma resident? For
example, your housing, job opportunities, education, a vibrant downtown, availability of goods and
services, parks, recreation and open space.
Answered: 1,145

Skipped: 12
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It is getting
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It is improving

40.87%

468

It is getting worse

15.28%

175

It has stayed about the same

43.84%

502

TOTAL

1,145
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Q2 How would you rank the importance of the following issues for Tullahoma? (1 is most
important and 7 is least important)
Answered: 1,145

Skipped: 12

Economic
development ...
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revitalization
Parks and
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Mobility for
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1
Economic development and job creation
Housing conditions, choices and affordability
Education
Downtown revitalization
Parks and recreation
Mobility for motorized vehicles (less traffic congestion, etc.)
Mobility for non-motorized vehicles (bicyclists, walkers, etc.)

2

3

4

5

6

7

TOTAL

SCORE

41.75%
453

24.70%
268

14.19%
154

8.48%
92

6.18%
67

2.21%
24

2.49%
27

1,085

5.71

14.77%
162

23.70%
260

23.70%
260

13.04%
143

10.12%
111

8.30%
91

6.38%
70

1,097

4.70

27.24%
301

26.24%
290

22.53%
249

9.23%
102

6.24%
69

5.07%
56

3.44%
38

1,105

5.30

5.34%
59

5.97%
66

11.86%
131

19.19%
212

19.00%
210

16.74%
185

21.90%
242

1,105

3.22

2.62%
29

6.32%
70

12.00%
133

22.56%
250

28.52%
316

18.59%
206

9.39%
104

1,108

3.39

4.65%
52

7.16%
80

8.86%
99

16.10%
180

15.12%
169

25.94%
290

22.18%
248

1,118

3.04

6.80%
77

7.51%
85

7.95%
90

12.10%
137

14.22%
161

20.58%
233

30.83%
349

1,132

2.95
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Q3 What types of new jobs do you believe are needed in Tullahoma? (please select all that
apply)
Answered: 1,132

4 / 26

Skipped: 25

Tullahoma Comprehensive Plan Survey

None of the
above
Manufacturing
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Education jobs
Hotel and
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

None of the above

1.94%

22

Manufacturing and warehousing jobs

57.86%

655

Service sector jobs

26.77%

303

Retail sector jobs

35.42%

401

Professional service jobs

51.33%

581

Health services and biomedical jobs

38.34%

434

Education jobs

31.18%

353

Hotel and tourism jobs

20.58%

233

Aerospace / aviation jobs

35.87%

406

Technology jobs

59.72%

676

Entrepreneur jobs

38.60%

437

Tourism jobs

0.00%

Total Respondents: 1,132
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Q4 What types of housing do we need more of in Tullahoma? (please select all that apply)
Answered: 1,132

Skipped: 25
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houses
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Single-family houses

51.68%

585

Duplexes (two units in one building)

12.19%

138

Triplexes (three units in one building)

4.06%

46

Quadplexes (four units in one building)

5.30%

60

Townhouses (separate units each on its own lot, often multi-story, with shared sidewalls)

34.54%

391

Multifamily housing (apartments and condominiums)

30.48%

345

All of the above within a master planned community

40.28%

456

Total Respondents: 1,132
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Q5 Please rank the following needs for Downtown. (1 is most needed and 7 is least needed)
Answered: 1,143

Skipped: 14
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gathering sp...
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Improved
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preservation...
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1
More and/or improved dining and shopping
More available and conveniently-located parking
A public gathering space for events, such as a plaza or park
Improved aesthetics (landscaping, building facades, etc.)
Improved walkability
Downtown housing
The preservation and enhancement of historic buildings

2

3

4

5

6

7

TOTAL

SCORE

44.00%
480

20.16%
220

13.29%
145

9.53%
104

6.78%
74

3.67%
40

2.57%
28

1,091

5.64

14.52%
157

23.59%
255

15.63%
169

14.06%
152

12.03%
130

12.67%
137

7.49%
81

1,081

4.47

12.05%
132

20.18%
221

24.75%
271

17.72%
194

13.06%
143

8.77%
96

3.47%
38

1,095

4.60

7.32%
81

13.92%
154

16.46%
182

20.07%
222

20.61%
228

14.01%
155

7.59%
84

1,106

3.95

7.31%
80

9.41%
103

13.79%
151

18.36%
201

23.56%
258

21.64%
237

5.94%
65

1,095

3.70

3.81%
42

4.53%
50

5.98%
66

6.53%
72

9.97%
110

20.58%
227

48.59%
536

1,103

2.30

13.87%
156

10.22%
115

11.56%
130

13.24%
149

13.16%
148

16.44%
185

21.51%
242

1,125

3.63
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Q6 What cultural attractions would you like to see more of in Tullahoma?
Answered: 1,137

Skipped: 20
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Museums

12.14%

138

Theaters for movies

9.06%

103

Performing arts venues (plays, dance, music, etc.)

18.21%

207

Special events and festivals

55.23%

628

Other (please specify)

5.36%

61

TOTAL

1,137
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Q7 What specific types of recreational facilities are needed in Tullahoma, including more facilities
if they already exist? (please select all that apply)
Answered: 1,086

Skipped: 71

None of the
above
Basketball
courts
Baseball
and/or softb...
Football fields

Soccer fields

Tennis courts
Community
centers / gyms
Swimming pools
Greenways /
trails
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

None of the above

12.25%

133

Basketball courts

19.61%

213

Baseball and/or softball fields

14.27%

155

Football fields

8.10%

88

Soccer fields

12.34%

134

Tennis courts

21.45%

233

Community centers / gyms

33.06%

359

Swimming pools

32.50%

353

Greenways / trails

64.73%

703

Total Respondents: 1,086
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Q8 Jackson Street / Hwy. 41A is a key thoroughfare for Tullahoma. If this thoroughfare and
adjacent lands were to be physically improved, what types of specific improvements would you
like to see? (please select all that apply)
Answered: 1,120

Skipped: 37

None of the
above
Smaller and
fewer signs
Fewer or no
billboards
More
landscaping,...
More
pedestrian...
Buildings
built closer...
Expanded
sidewalks
Additional
street lighting
All of the
above
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

None of the above

7.05%

79

Smaller and fewer signs

22.95%

257

Fewer or no billboards

28.57%

320

More landscaping, including street trees

51.16%

573

More pedestrian crossings

43.30%

485

Buildings built closer to the street

3.39%

38

Expanded sidewalks

56.43%

632

Additional street lighting

33.48%

375

All of the above

15.00%

168

Total Respondents: 1,120
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Q9 Please tell us what you like about Tullahoma.
Answered: 948

Skipped: 209
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Q10 Please tell us how you would like to see Tullahoma change.
Answered: 988

Skipped: 169
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Q11 What is your gender?
Answered: 1,141

Skipped: 16

Male

Female

Non-binary

Prefer not to
answer
Prefer to
self-describe
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Male

35.06%

400

Female

56.70%

647

Non-binary

0.44%

5

Prefer not to answer

7.27%

83

Prefer to self-describe

0.53%

6

TOTAL

1,141
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Q12 What is your ethnicity? (Please select all that apply.)
Answered: 1,144

Skipped: 13

American
Indian or...
Asian or
Pacific...
Black or
African...
Hispanic or
Latino
White /
Caucasian
Prefer not to
answer
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

American Indian or Alaskan Native

0.70%

8

Asian or Pacific Islander

0.35%

4

Black or African American

2.27%

26

Hispanic or Latino

1.14%

13

White / Caucasian

83.92%

960

Prefer not to answer

12.24%

140

Other (please specify)

1.14%

13

Total Respondents: 1,144
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Q13 What is your age range?
Answered: 1,146

Skipped: 11
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 18

1.05%

12

18-24

5.67%

65

25-34

10.73%

123

35-44

21.47%

246

45-54

20.51%

235

55-64

18.32%

210

65+

15.27%

175

Prefer not to answer

6.98%

80

TOTAL

1,146
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Q14 What is your annual household income range during a typical recent year (not including any
impacts from COVID-19)?
Answered: 1,144

Skipped: 13

Under $15,000
Between
$15,000 and...
Between
$30,000 and...
Between
$50,000 and...
Between
$75,000 and...
Between
$100,000 and...
Over $150,000
Prefer not to
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under $15,000

2.45%

28

Between $15,000 and $29,999

6.21%

71

Between $30,000 and $49,999

11.01%

126

Between $50,000 and $74,999

14.34%

164

Between $75,000 and $99,999

17.74%

203

Between $100,000 and $150,000

18.71%

214

Over $150,000

12.06%

138

Prefer not to answer

17.48%

200

TOTAL

1,144
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Q15 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Answered: 1,132

Skipped: 25

Did not attend
school
Grade School

Middle School

High School
Associates
Degree in...
Bachelors
Degree in...
Advanced
Degree in...
Prefer not to
answer
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Did not attend school

0.00%

0

Grade School

0.44%

5

Middle School

0.44%

5

High School

19.08%

216

Associates Degree in college

16.34%

185

Bachelors Degree in college

28.80%

326

Advanced Degree in college (Masters, Doctorate, etc.)

25.18%

285

Prefer not to answer

6.18%

70

Other (please specify)

3.53%

40

TOTAL

1,132
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APPENDIX B.
Economic Baseline Analysis

ECONOMIC BASELINE ANALYSIS
Tullahoma Comprehensive Plan
Key Inputs

Prepared for The Walker Collaborative
And the City of Tullahoma
October 29, 2021
By Randall Gross / Development Economics

Randall Gross / Development Economics
DEMOGRAPHICS
Key demographic characteristics are examined below, including trends showing how the population is changing in Tullahoma
and throughout the Tullahoma-Manchester Micropolitan Statistical Area (which includes Coffee, Franklin, and Moore counties). Factors
considered include population and households, income, poverty rates, education levels, and others.

Population and Households
Tullahoma had a 2020 Census population of 20,339, a moderate increase of about 1,800 or 9.6% since 2010. By comparison,
nearby Manchester (the County Seat of Coffee County) had a 2020 Census population of just 12,212, but this number is up by 2,100
or 20.9% since 2010. Thus, Manchester has been growing and more than twice the rate of Tullahoma.
Table 1.

Factor / Area

DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS,
TULLAHOMA AND MSA, 2010-2019/20
2010-2019 Change
Number
Percent

2010

2019-20

Tullahoma

18,561

20,339

1,778

9.6%

T-M MSA

99,664

107,124

7,460

7.5%

Population

Households
Tullahoma

7,508

8,079

571

7.6%

T-M MSA

39,015

40,564

1,549

4.0%

Tullahoma

$ 45,139

$ 48,770

$

3,631

8.0%

T-M MSA

$ 47,122

$ 51,361

$

4,239

9.0%

Household Income

Note:

Income expressed in constant 2020 dollars.

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census and Randall
Gross / Development Economics.
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Overall, the Tullahoma-Manchester MSA population was 107,124 in 2020, an increase of about 7,500 or 7.5% since 2010.
Growth in the urban hubs of Tullahoma and Manchester accounted for more than 50% of the total population growth in the three-county
micropolitan area.
Household growth has been slower than population growth in the area, suggesting that average household size is increasing.
However, the full 2020 Census numbers on households were not released by the time of this analysis so the most recent numbers
reflect estimates made as part of the 2019 American Community Survey. Tullahoma had an estimated 8,079 households in 2019, up
7.6% from 2010. MSA household growth was estimated at 4.0%. Households form the primary purchasing unit for retail and consumer
goods, so slow household growth can place a drag on business expansion.
Age
The city’s population, like that of the nation as a whole, is aging. In 2010, the city’s median age was 38.1 but by 2019, it is
estimated that the city’s median age had increased slightly to 39.3. While the share of the population under the age of 5 has increased
slightly, the number over age 65 increased from 14.8% to 17.7% of Tullahoma’s population. As the Baby Boom generation ages
nationwide, it continues to drive demand for housing, goods, and services. That generation has entered their retirement years and is
more affluent than any past generation, so there will be increasing interest and disposable income directed less at schools and family
housing; and more to travel, restaurants, “maintenance-free” housing, and amenities.
Ethnicity
About 83% of residents in Tullahoma listed their race at “white alone” in the 2020 Census, down slightly from 88% in the 2010
Census. The population is slowly becoming more diverse, but not in terms of individual races. For example, the share of residents
listing their race as “black or African American alone” also fell between 2010 and 2020. What is increasing is the number of people of
mixed-race along with the Hispanic population of all races. The number of people of two or more races increased from 2.5% in 2010
to 6.7% by 2020, which is now larger than the total black population. The Hispanic or Latino population increased modestly from 3.1%
to 4.6% and now represents about 1,000 people in the city. Importantly, nearly 5.0% of the city’s population speaks a language other
than English at home.

Income
The median household income in Tullahoma was estimated at $48,770 in 2019, up by 8.0% from 2010 after accounting for
inflation. Income in the larger 3-county micropolitan area was slightly higher, at $51,361, an increase of 9.0% since 2010 in constant
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dollars. These numbers compare to the national 2019 median income of $69,560. Thus, Tullahoma’s income was 30% lower than the
nation’s median, but the cost of living in Tullahoma is estimated to be about 11% lower than the national average, according to the
Council for Community and Economic Research (C2ER). Housing is much less expensive in Tullahoma than in other parts of the
country, but some costs (like utilities and transportation) are fairly comparable and in some cases, Tullahoma is more expensive than
the national average. For example, the median asking rent for apartments in the U.S. is $1,588 per month, while it is estimated at about
30% lower ($1,100) in Tullahoma. But the cost of “goods and services” in Tullahoma is 4% higher than the national average, according
to the October 2021 C2ER data.
Poverty
Tullahoma had an estimated poverty rate of 18.2%, according to the 2019 American Community Survey. This compares to a
statewide average of 15.3% and a national average of 10.5%. So, the city’s poverty rate is slightly elevated in comparison to the state
but 73% higher than the national average. Among cities, Tullahoma was ranked 46th in the state (about the same as Columbia and
Bristol) out of 100 ranked cities, or somewhere in the middle. Some nearby cities had lower poverty rates, such as Manchester (13.5%),
Winchester (14.3%), Murfreesboro (15.1%), and Spring Hill (2.8%). On the other hand, some cities near Tullahoma had higher poverty
rates, such as Lewisburg (21.2%), Shelbyville (21.8%), Fayetteville (28.2%), and McMinnville (35.4% - 2nd highest in the state). Thus,
while no level of poverty is acceptable, Tullahoma’s poverty levels are typical for Tennessee.

Education
There is the perception that Tullahoma’s residents have higher levels of education because of the presence of Arnold
Engineering Development Complex (AEDC), the U.T. Space Institute, and government contractors that have attracted so many highly
educated scientists and engineers to the city. Tullahoma’s schools are also highly regarded, and student performance is relatively
good. The city often promotes its highly-educated workforce as an important asset for business development.
But in reality, Tullahoma’s adult residents, on average, have attained lower levels of education than residents of the state as a
whole (and Tennessee education levels lag behind the country). The share of Tullahoma’s population over age 25 with a higher
education degree was estimated at 25.1%, according to the 2019 American Community Survey. But the share of Tennessee residents
in that same age cohort with higher-level degrees was estimated at 27.3%. And more than 32.2% of American adults overall have
higher degrees. About 10.1% of Tennessee’s adult residents have a masters or professional degree, and 9.8% of Tullahoma’s residents
have those degrees. On the other end, about 12.5% of Tennessee’s adult residents have not achieved a High School diploma or
equivalent, but 13.3% of Tullahoma residents have not done so.
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Where Tullahoma does exceed the state average is on High School graduates, with 33.4% (versus 32.1% statewide) and on
those with Associates degrees (8.6% in Tullahoma, versus 7.3% in the state as a whole). Part of the reason for this apparent
discrepancy may relate to the number of successful Tullahoma high school graduates that leave the community to pursue higher
education (and eventually to live) elsewhere. Those numbers may not be completely replaced by the engineers and other highly-skilled
workers who come to Tullahoma from other places to work. Thus, the adult population in Tullahoma includes those who did not pursue
higher education elsewhere (and some who did and returned), along with those highly-educated workers who relocated to the city from
other places.

Educational Attainment (Age 25+)
Tullahoma vs Tennessee

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census and Randall Gross / Development Economics
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This issue might be addressed through economic development strategies aimed at retaining and attracting back exceptional
Tullahoma natives who otherwise leave town to pursue higher education and employment opportunities elsewhere. That educated
labor force is essential as a base for business growth, expansion, and recruitment.
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ECONOMIC BASE
Tullahoma has a relatively diverse economic base, with about 12,000 jobs among its various industries. Arnold Air Force Base
(Headquarters for the Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)) is a major driver for the local economy, employing 1,736
military personnel, Defense civilians, and (primarily) private contractor personnel.1 In addition, TVA estimates that AEDC generates
another 1,198 secondary jobs in construction, retail and other industries in the area economy. The total economic impact of AEDC is
estimated at $680.2 million in FY2020.2 Since AEDC is not located within the City limits of Tullahoma, these employment figures are
not included in economic data for the city. But the base has long had an outsized impact not only on the local economy but on the local
culture and the city’s image in the region.
Leading Sectors
Within the city of Tullahoma, health care is a leading sector, with 15% of local employment. The largest medical facility in the
city (formerly operated by Tennova Healthcare) was recently purchased and is now operated by Vanderbilt as Vanderbilt TullahomaHarton Hospital. The 135-bed hospital employs about 450 doctors, nurses, and staff. Other medical and health care services have
clustered around the hospital to serve Tullahoma and the surrounding area. Retail trade also accounts for about 15% of local
employment, distributed among “big box” stores like Walmart, other chains and franchise stores, and smaller independent businesses.
Professional, scientific, and technical service businesses employ the third largest share, at 13%. The high number of technical jobs in
Tullahoma is directly related to the presence of AEDC and its contractors, who are engaged in engineering and testing functions at the
base. Manufacturing accounts for about 11% of the city’s employment base.
Tullahoma has several large manufacturing companies supplying both the automotive and aerospace industries. Other
manufacturing companies supply packaging, envelopes, machine components, protective clothing, and other products. Finally,
accommodation & foodservice services (including lodging facilities and restaurants) accounts for another 10% of the local employment
base. Overall, the city clearly has an economic base oriented to the aerospace industries, thanks to the presence of AEDC.

1
2

Arnold Air Force Base (AEDC Public Affairs, 3/14/2021).
Ibid.
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Major Employers
Aside from AEDC and Vanderbilt, major non-retail employers in Tullahoma include Ascend Federal Credit Union (headquarters
with 45 employees, 620 companywide), Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. (89 employees in Tullahoma), T&E Connectivity (electrical
connectors for aircraft, 239 employees), Cubic Transportation Systems (auto revenue collection devices, 235), JSP International
(engineered plastic foam, 177), WISCO Envelope Corporation (envelopes, 202), Schmiede Corporation (precision machinery, 157),
Sonoco Corporation (custom-moulded packaging, 150), Micro Craft (parts for aerospace industry, 63), Coca Cola (bottling, 95),
Tennessee Apparel (protective clothing, 86), and others. Tullahoma is also located at the heart of Tennessee whiskey country.
Cascade Hollow Distilling Company is home to the George Dickel brand in Normandy, just about 7 miles or 11 minutes from downtown
Tullahoma. Jack Daniel’s employs nearly 400 people at its famous Lynchburg distillery, located just 12 miles or about 15 minutes away.
Employment Trends
The city of Tullahoma lost about 2,600 jobs or 18.5% between 2002 and 2010, largely as a result of severe losses in
professional/technical, manufacturing, and retail employment during that period including the national recession of 2008-09. However,
the city regained a handful (about 90) of those jobs by 2018. There has been consistent growth since 2002 in a few industries, namely
health care, accommodation services, wholesale trade, and the public sector. But since 2010, there has also been growing employment
again in professional & technical services (which regained about 400 of the jobs lost in the early 2000s), as well as in management
services, information services, and arts & entertainment. Over the 16-year period, the fastest growth was in management services,
although employment remained small (at 325 in 2018) in comparison to other sectors. The large role of military contracting can impact
significantly on local employment. Thus, while the economic base seems diverse on the surface, underlying dependency on government
spending means that various industries (manufacturing, retail, professional services) are tied to the same funding sources.
During the COVID-19 Pandemic, Tullahoma (like the country and the world as a whole) felt sudden economic dislocations that
resulted in the unemployment rate skyrocketing from about 4.0% to 21.0% within the period of one month. Since that time,
unemployment has fallen precipitously and has returned to pre-Pandemic rates.
Declining Share of MSA Employment. It’s also important to note that, while Tullahoma’s employment stagnated over many
years, the regional economy represented by the 3-county Tullahoma-Manchester Micropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) saw economic
growth. Between 2002 and 2018, employment in the MSA increased by nearly 5,000 jobs or 13.9% to a total of almost 40,000. While
the region lost about 2,000 jobs between 2002 and 2010, it has added more than 7,000 since then. As a result, Tullahoma’s share of
MSA employment fell from 40% in 2002 to 35% in 2010, and then down to 29% by 2018. The economic development strategy included
in this plan will address some of the disparity between Tullahoma and growth in the surrounding region.
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Table 2.
Industry Sector

AT-PLACE EMPLOYMENT TRENDS,
TULLAHOMA, 2002-2018

2002-2018 Change
Number
Percent

2002

2010

2018

Agriculture

-

1

-

-

N/A

Mining

2

-

-

(2)

-100.0%

Utilities

129

145

137

8

6.2%

Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transport

555

391

269

(286)

-51.5%

2,645

1,946

1,254

(1,391)

-52.6%

275

234

290

15

5.5%

2,376

1,648

1,783

(593)

-25.0%

164

160

122

(42)

-25.6%

Information

216

173

258

42

19.4%

Finance

424

643

371

(53)

-12.5%

Real Estate

112

140

91

(21)

-18.8%

Prof/Tech

2,080

1,138

1,555

(525)

-25.2%

Management

135

17

325

190

140.7%

Admin

891

949

910

19

2.1%

Education

898

692

660

(238)

-26.5%

1,533

1,672

1,746

213

13.9%

Art, Entertainment

116

49

74

(42)

-36.2%

Accommodation

783

876

1,172

389

49.7%

Other

535

360

195

(340)

-63.6%

Government

249

272

379

130

52.2%

14,118

11,506

11,591

(2,527)

-17.9%

Health Care

TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census & Randall Gross / Dev. Econ.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE
There are a number of local, state, and federal agencies, institutions, and organizations engaged at various levels in the
Tullahoma area’s economic development. The Tullahoma Area Economic Development Corporation (TAEDC) is a primary point of
contact for economic development incentives and services offered by the City of Tullahoma. The Coffee County and Franklin County
industrial development boards offer financing through IRBs (industrial revenue bonds, discussed later in this section) for industrial
development in Tullahoma and the two counties in which Tullahoma is located. A “laundry list” of these entities includes the following,
among others:


City of Tullahoma Agencies, Authorities, & Committees
o Tullahoma Area Economic Development Corporation (TAEDC)
o City of Tullahoma Tourism Committee
o Tullahoma Airport Authority
o Tullahoma Utilities Authority
o Dream Tullahoma Committee



Coffee & Franklin County Agencies
o Coffee County Joint Industrial Development Board
o Franklin County Industrial Development Board



Tennessee State Agencies
o Tennessee Department of Economic & Community Development



U.S. Federal Government Agencies
o Tennessee Valley Authority
o USDA Rural Development
o Appalachian Regional Commission (Coffee, Franklin)



Training & Educational Institutions
o Motlow State Community College
o University of Tennessee Space Institute
o Tullahoma City Schools
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Utilities
o Duck River Electric Membership
o Elk River Public Utility District
o Middle Tennessee Industrial Development Association (electricity & gas distributors)



Non-profit Agencies
o Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce
o South Central Tennessee Development District
o Southern Middle Tennessee Entrepreneur Centers
o Tullahoma Sports Council

Target Sectors
Several target business sectors have been identified for Tullahoma in its business retention and recruitment efforts. Among
these are aerospace & aviation, health services & biomedical industries, retail trade, and technology. These target sectors were
identified based on Tullahoma’s existing clusters and inherent strengths.
Aerospace and Aviation. Tullahoma Government notes that the city has developed into “a hub for global commercial
aerodynamic testing, advanced modeling simulations, air defense projects, and space exploration.” As the home to the world’s largest
aeronautics testing facilities, Tullahoma has some unique competitive advantages for developing aviation-related industries. Key target
industries within this cluster have been identified to include products and systems for commercial aeronautics, space markets and the
military, aircraft and aircraft parts manufacturing, aerospace/aviation instruments, missile systems, defense communications and
detection systems, and materials and component suppliers to other manufacturers.3 The City’s Airport Authority has made investments
in the Tullahoma Regional Airport to upgrade it to achieve Select Tennessee certification and to develop a 114-acre Business Airpark.
The City has been marketing and engaged in relationship building to promote the airpark and recruit aerospace and aviation-related
businesses.
Health Services & Biomedical Industries. As noted above, the City has also identified health services and biomed as target
areas of business recruitment and development. Tullahoma is centrally located and serves as a medical services hub as home to
Vanderbilt-Tullahoma Harton Hospital and Vanderbilt LifeFlight. The hospital has helped spin-off other medical services, creating a
3

Winston Brooks: The Making and Marketing of a Competitive Tullahoma Airport Business Airpark (Executive Summary), City of Tullahoma
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small medical cluster. The link between the city’s medical services and LifeFlight further strengthens Tullahoma’s aviation cluster and
illustrates the interconnectivity with health care.
Retail Trade. Again because of its central location, Tullahoma has long-served as the hub for retail trade within Coffee, Franklin,
and Moore counties. The City also benefits from the tax base generated through retail and restaurants, and has employed retail
recruitment specialists to help Tullahoma attract more commercial activity and grow its retail sector.
Technology. AEDC and various local contractors and manufacturers are engaged in producing, testing, as well as in research
and development of emerging technologies related to aviation and aeronautics. “Technology” constitutes a broad category of
businesses that includes at least 50 industries classified by the National Science Foundation as “high-tech.” Such industries range
from Semiconductor and other electronic component manufacturing (North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) #3344)
to Internet service providers and Web search portals (NAICS 518111). The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) classifies many technologyrelated industries within NAICS code 54 – Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services – which includes (among other things),
Computer Systems Design & Related Services (NAICS 5415); Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services (NAICS
5416); Scientific Research & Development Services (NAICS 5417); and Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (NAICS
5419). Since many information technology-driven businesses rely on Internet capacity, the Tullahoma Utilities Board offers 100% fiber
with rapid download speed.

Local Incentives, Services, & Policies
Tullahoma offers several economic development incentives, including PILOT (Payment In-Lieu-Of Taxes), IRBs, and loans.
The City also offers a Single Point-of-Contact program marketed as a “One-Stop Shop” to help “Fast Track” application and permitting
processes or access to City services. TAEDC and its partners work with prospective companies on site selection, data collection,
workforce development, and assistance with the approvals and permitting process. TAEDC publishes a guide to starting a business in
the city and provides other guidance to incoming and expanding businesses.
The Payment In-Lieu-Of Taxes (PILOT) program enables new and expanding companies to enter into a lease-back
arrangement with TAEDC in order to reduce the tax burden for qualified projects generating large capital investments, significant
employment, and high wage rates. The City can apply PILOTs on a case-by-case basis to industrial real property as well as personal
property.
TAEDC and the Coffee County Industrial Development Board can issue tax-exempt bonds in order to finance manufacturing
and other qualified industrial facilities. The bonds can be used to finance the acquisition of land, buildings, or equipment. Bond rates
are determined based on the financial strength of the company. The City can also offer small business loans and access to the Rural
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Small Business and Entrepreneurship Loan Fund. A Commercial Revolving Loan Fund (originally funded through the federal Urban
Development Action Grant (UDAG) program, at 4% below Prime) and Small Business Revolving Loan Fund (funded through the U.S.
Department of Agricultural Rural Development Administration, at 4% below Prime) are available to assist with small business financing
and development. Eligibility for loan funds is contingent in part on levels of employment generated.
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Randall Gross / Development Economics
INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes results of Housing Market Analysis (HMA) completed as input to the Comprehensive Plan
for Tullahoma. This work was completed to help inform the planning effort and provide guidance in terms of marketing and
development concepts that may be viable in the city.
Section 1 of this report provides an overview of existing conditions conducted to assess the city’s existing housing
market and conditions impacting on the marketability of housing in Tullahoma. Section 2 assesses housing demand within
the market area and in specific niches that form components of the Tullahoma market. Development potential is forecasted
in Section 3 for both affordable and market-rate housing within the competitive context. Section 4 provides initial strategic
recommendations for marketing and development, as well as for leveraging of housing assets, based on the findings of the
market analysis.
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Section 1. EXISTING CONDITIONS
This section summarizes existing housing market conditions in Tullahoma, in terms of the existing housing supply
and construction trends, tenure, occupancy, pricing, and other factors. Information on the city’s neighborhoods and
positioning within the region is discussed, along with a description of general housing conditions. A physical housing
conditions assessment was not conducted as part of this market analysis but is nevertheless recommended to help guide
the City as it develops mechanisms to enhance and improve the existing housing stock.

Housing Supply & Market Conditions
General housing market conditions were analyzed in order to provide context for an analysis of housing demand and
the potential for development within Tullahoma. Housing supply and construction trends, sales, occupancy, and pricing are
among the factors discussed below, with a focus on the city of Tullahoma and key markets.
Housing Supply
Tullahoma had an estimated 8,820 housing units in 2019, up by 7% from 2010. The city’s housing stock is dominated
by single-family detached units which accounted for about 76% of all housing in 2019. While single-family predominates,
the city does have a fairly substantial supply of duplexes, with nearly 800 2-4-unit buildings accounting for about 9% of
housing in the city. The total number of housing units in Tullahoma increased by nearly 600 or 7.1% between 2010 and
2019. About 400 of those 600 units were in single-family detached homes but the fastest increase was in the 2-4-unit
buildings, with the city adding nearly 300 or 55% to the existing supply. Meanwhile, the number of buildings with 10 to 19
units fell, as did the number of mobile homes, according to Census data. About 92% of housing units were occupied in
2019, according to Census estimates. Occupancy was highest in single-family attached units (e.g., townhouses), at nearly
100%, and lowest in 2-3-4-unit buildings (<80%) and mobile homes (79%). General housing supply trends are summarized
below.
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Table 1.

HOUSING SUPPLY TRENDS,
TULLAHOMA, 2010-2019

Units in

2010-2019 Change

Building

2010

2019

Number

Percent

1-Detach

6,295

6,697

402

6.4%

1-Attach

171

180

9

5.3%

2-4

510

789

279

54.7%

5-9

453

505

52

11.5%

10-19

161

134

(27)

-16.8%

20-49

194

249

55

28.4%

453

269

(184)

-40.6%

8,237

8,823

586

7.1%

Mobile/Other
TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census and
Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Tenure. Tullahoma has a higher share of owner-occupied housing (60%) than of housing that is renter-occupied
(40%). The largest portion of the city’s rental housing is in single-family homes, with about 1,680 detached houses renteroccupied, according to 2019 Census estimates, accounting for about 27% of the city’s occupancy in single-family housing
and 51% of the city’s rental housing. About 41% of the city’s rental housing is in multi-family buildings (with the remainder
in mobile homes). Thus, the majority of Tullahoma’s renters live in single-family housing.
Construction Trends. The City of Tullahoma has permitted a total of about 1,500 housing units over the past 25
years (since 1996), for an average of approximately 60 per year.
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Housing Permit Trends, Tullahoma, 1996‐2020
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census and Randall Gross / Development Economics
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About 59 of those 60 units permitted each year are for single-family units and there has been very little multi-family
construction in Tullahoma in many years (with a total of just 60 units permitted over 25 years in 2-3-4 and multi-family
buildings). Lenox Townhomes (16 townhouse units built in 2018) were among the only multi-family units built in the city
since 2000. Overall, there has been a downward trend in construction in Tullahoma as indicated in the chart above. Between
1996 and 2003, the City permitted an average of 80 units per year. That number fell to 58 per year between 2004 and 2008,
and then to only 28 per year during the recessionary period from 2009 and beyond to 2014. Since 2015, the City has
permitted an average of 71 units per year. So, while construction has recovered from a decade of recession and low growth,
it has still not kept up to the pace generated earlier in this century. The most recent data through August 2021 indicate that
the City has permitted an annualized average of 69 units and therefore, lower than the previous average. The detailed
housing trends by year and housing type are summarized in tabular form in the Appendix.
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Housing Sales Trends
There were 466 homes sold in the Tullahoma market in 2020. The number of homes sold in the market has increased
by 23.5% over the last five years since 2015. However, as inventory of homes on the market has gradually stagnated, the
increase in number of sales is also slowing.
Prices. The median Tullahoma home value increased by 20.5% between 2010 and 2019, according to the American
Community Survey, with a 2019 estimated median of $146,500.

Housing Market Indicators, Tullahoma Area, 2015‐2021
Sources: Middle TN MLS and Randall Gross / Development Economics
Note: DOM is Days on Market
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Homes listed on the market are going for higher prices. Multiple Listing Service (MLS) data indicate an increase of
67% in the Tullahoma area median sales price since 2015, from $122,500 to $205,000, as of September 2021 (shown on
the chart above, as “Sales/$100”). Meanwhile, list prices (“List/$100”) increased by 56% over the same period, with salesto-list price ratios increasing from 96.7% to over 100.0%. While houses have remained relatively stable in size (around
1,600 to 1,700 square feet), the price per square foot (“Price/SF” in the chart) has increased by 81%, from $72 in 2015 to
$130 by 2021. Since the inventory of houses has not increased appreciably, the number of days that houses remain listed
on the market (DOM in the chart) has fallen by 92%, from 48 days in 2015 to 4 days so far in 2021. Coffee County’s housing
sales absorption rate is about 0.86 per month, higher than both Manchester’s (0.82) and Shelbyville’s (0.72), according to
MLS.
All of these data indicate a robust housing market that may be temporarily under-supplied, which (coupled with low
interest rates) is helping to drive up prices. This same demand-supply scenario has been experienced nationwide during
the COVID Pandemic, but particularly in regions like Middle Tennessee, where people are moving from the coasts to take
advantage of a lower cost of living. Coffee County remains relatively affordable, even in comparison to its neighbors, with
sales prices 27% lower than those in Franklin County, 26% lower than those in rural Moore County, and 15% lower than
those in Bedford County.
Rental Housing
The total number of renter-occupied housing units increased from 2,600 in 2010 to 3,300 by 2019, and the share of
housing occupied by renters increased from 34.7% to 40.4%. Thus, without significant multi-family construction, a large
number of single-family homes appear to have been converted to rentals since 2010.
Vacancy. The American Community Survey (ACS) estimated Tullahoma’s rental vacancy rate at 9.6% in 2019, up
from 5.5% in 2010. One of the largest local management companies estimates their vacancy in 2021 at 5.0% in 260 singlefamily housing units, but centrally-managed properties will naturally have lower vacancy than scattered, individuallymanaged houses. That being said, there are practically no vacant units in multi-family apartment complexes in Tullahoma.
As of September 2021, there was only one available rental listing in a non-restricted multi-family structure in the city, and
that one was listed for a 3,000 square-foot condominium unit at $1,500 per month. There were no available listings at
complexes including Ada Ferrell Garden Apartments, Continental Apartments, Winchester Court, Tullahoma Village
Apartments, Briarwood Apartments, East Gate Apartments, or others in the city. The new, 100+ unit Parkview Senior Living
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facility is also fully occupied. By contrast, there were multiple apartment listings in Shelbyville, Fayetteville, Manchester,
Murfreesboro, Decherd and other communities within commuting distance to Tullahoma.
Rents. Perhaps aligned with the increase in rental households (demand for rental housing, coupled with a lack of
available apartments), Tullahoma median rents have increased by 25% since 2010, from $607 to $758, according to ACS.
After accounting for inflation, rents have still increased by an average of 6.6% since 2010. The increase in supply of singlefamily rental homes does not seem to have impacted on rents, perhaps because demand is not being met in the limited
supply of multi-family apartments. Also, some of the vacant single-family housing is being held for seasonal occupancy or
is not otherwise marketed in the rental market. Two single-family homes listed for rent online in September 2021 were
asking $1,300 and $1,400 per month each or about $1.09 per square foot. Management companies have indicated an
average rent of $1,100 per month in 3-bedroom / 2-bath single-family homes.

Neighborhoods
There are perceptions relating to the marketability of neighborhoods in different parts of Tullahoma which fairly align
with the four quadrants of the city. Some of these perceptions relate to “East versus West” associated with the railroad
tracks that separate the city along Atlantic Street. East Lincoln is perceived as having higher crime rates, higher rates of
poverty, and multi-generational households. The housing is perceived to be less well-maintained. Whether or not these
perceptions meet reality, there are likely to be portions of Tullahoma that have not benefitted in the past from physical
investment in infrastructure and high-quality amenities that may be present elsewhere in the city.
East Tullahoma / Center City has median housing prices in the $105,000 range, with rents averaging $898 and
vacancy at 12%. According to Neighborhood Scout, the area has a high divorce rate. Nearly 50% of employed residents
work in manufacturing, but incomes are low and 49% of children live below the poverty line.
The Briarwood / Tara Estates area by contrast has an average housing price closer to $200,000. Rents average
$1,100, again according to Neighborhood Scout. Vacancy is estimated at 13%, Briarwood is a low to moderate income
area, where about 25% of children live below the poverty line. About 38% of residents work in white-collar professional
positions, followed by 27% in service occupations. About 25% are employed in manufacturing.
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Westside Heights / Westwood is located on the western side of town and includes the Bel-Aire community. The
median housing price is $170,000, with rents averaging $1,120. Vacancy is relatively low at around 5.0%. Again, Westside
is a middle-income neighborhood, but 23% of children are living below the poverty line. About 35% of working residents are
employed in manufacturing, 34% in white-collar professional jobs, and 21% in sales and service.
The Ovoca / Lake Hills area abuts Normandy Lake and includes some of the more exclusive neighborhoods in the
area such as The Fairways, associated with Lakewood Golf & Country Club. This portion of Tullahoma is situated closest
to Murfreesboro and Cool Springs. Schools are perceived to be desirable in this area, which also offers attractive
topographical features and natural areas. The median home price is about $220,000, with rents averaging $1,100 like in
most of the city (although this is largely an owner-occupied community). Neighborhood Scout notes that this area has a
relatively high proportion of military families (even though small overall). An “upper middle” income neighborhood, less than
5% of the children are living in poverty. About 30% of residents work in manufacturing, with another 30% in white collar
professional positions. About 25% work in sales and service. Several newly developing areas include Emerald Meadows
and Settlers Trace, with homes in the $250,000 to $300,000 price range. These newer subdivisions have few lots remaining.
Oak Park is a relatively affluent rural area just south of Tullahoma, with median home prices in the $230,000 range
with rents averaging $1,000. Some of the area’s newer housing is located in this area, although about 17% of housing is
vacant. Nearly 30% of Oak Park households own four vehicles or more. Although an “upper middle” income neighborhood,
23% of children are living below the federal poverty line. About 40% of residents work in professional and management
positions, 27% in manufacturing, and 23% in service jobs.

Physical Conditions
Housing in areas closer to downtown Tullahoma do tend to have more maintenance issues, partly because some of
that housing is older and less well-built. The age of the housing stock is not surprisingly correlated somewhat with a higher
need for maintenance and upgrading. While there are certainly areas with housing needs, the city does not suffer from
extreme neglect. Much of the older housing, while small and in need of upgrading, is not derelict. Tullahoma doesn’t have
grand historic districts full of antebellum homes and Victorian mansions, but it doesn’t have large areas of blight either (other
than in isolated cases).
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A more consistent theme is the
presence of vacant and under-utilized
lots, which present opportunities for
infill and a need for design standards
to guide infill development. Another
issue is the lack of consistent public
street infrastructure to help provide
definition to neighborhoods. Many
streets lack sidewalks, and there are
undefined
parking
areas
and
stormwater drainage ditches in residential areas that blur the boundaries between
public right-of-way and private space. These same boundaries are ill-defined in
commercial areas and are a typical legacy of an era when the city was smaller and had few resources. But as Tullahoma
grows and matures, there is increasingly a need to invest in the public realm and ensure a high-quality environment.

Factors Impacting on Marketability
There are several key factors impacting on Tullahoma’s marketability for housing. First, the city’s location within a
relatively short commute of Manchester, Shelbyville, and Murfreesboro, presents a “double-edged sword” in terms of
marketing Tullahoma as a place to live. The city is convenient to jobs in these locations. But there are multiple housing
opportunities in those communities that are equally if not more convenient. Convenience would not be a reason to live in
Tullahoma except for proximity to Arnold Engineering Center and other major employers in Tullahoma itself. But even then,
those seeing shopping and other amenities and who have the resources to commute, will gravitate to the larger urban
centers like Murfreesboro and drive to Tullahoma for work.
Thus, marketing of housing in Tullahoma is very much dependent on lifestyle, schools, and amenity value. Such
value is generated by “small town living” but also from high-quality and affordable housing, parks and recreation facilities,
arts & culture, downtown vibrancy, and other factors. Among the most important factors is the quality of local schools, which
is an area of particular pride for Tullahoma, and which must be promoted as part of housing and community marketing
efforts.
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Section 2. MARKET AREA DEMAND
Housing demand in the market area was forecasted based on a number of factors, including household growth by
age cohort and income, housing tenure, mobility rates, commutation patterns, and job growth projections, among others.
Specific demographic and lifestyle niches were identified relating to age and education levels. Each of these factors were
considered for the various sub-markets including the city of Tullahoma and the commuter “ring” of communities and rural
areas surrounding the city. Some of the inputs to this assessment of demand are illustrated below for the Tullahoma city
component of the market area.

Market Area Definition
The Tullahoma housing market area is defined to include three sub-markets. Sub-market A comprises of Zip Code
37388, which includes the city of Tullahoma and surrounding areas. This area forms the heart of the Tullahoma market,
driven by people moving up and down or moving into this market. Sub-market B consists of the “Commuter Ring” of
communities surrounding Tullahoma as defined in part by the commutation patterns of those who work in the city. This area
includes Winchester, but also the smaller communities near Tullahoma such as Estill Springs, Lynchburg, Decherd,
Normandy, Hillsboro, Wartrace, Mulberry, Cowan, Belvidere, and rural areas in-between these towns.
Sub-market C includes the cities of Shelbyville and Manchester, and surrounding areas. Housing in these cities
competes against that of Tullahoma, since both cities are located within a short drive and offer similar amenities and
economic opportunities except that Manchester is located in I-24. A fair percentage of Tullahoma’s workers commute from
these cities into Tullahoma for work, so they form part of Tullahoma’s potential housing market. There is also “inflow” from
outside of these areas, including people moving from the Nashville area or from outside of the Middle Tennessee region
from other states seeking a place for low-cost retirement or remote working.

Population and Household Trends
The market area has a total estimated population of about 136,700 people in 2021, an increase of about 22,700 or
20% since 2000. The Tullahoma area represented about 19% of this total, with a population of 26,100. More than 65,000
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people are estimated to live in the Shelbyville and Manchester areas, combined. Meanwhile, the more rural “Commuter
Ring” surrounding Tullahoma has an estimated 45,400 people. The Shelbyville and Manchester areas expanded the fastest
between 2000 and 2021, growing by 34.5% and adding 16,750 people over the 21-year period. The Tullahoma area grew
by 10.7%, adding 2,500. The outlying commuter area added 3,400 in population, for relatively slow growth of 8.2% (0.4%
per year), as shown in the table below.
Table 2.

POPULATION TRENDS, SELECTED SUB-MARKETS,
TULLAHOMA HOUSING MARKET AREA, 2000-2021
2000-2021 Change

Area

2000

2021

Number

Percent

Tullahoma Area

23,567

26,082

2,515

10.7%

Commuter Ring

41,948

45,369

3,421

8.2%

Shelby/Man

48,502

65,250

16,748

34.5%

114,017

136,701

22,684

19.9%

TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Claritas, and Randall Gross /
Development Economics.

There are an estimated 53,400 households in the market area, representing an increase of 9,200 or nearly 21%
since 2000. The Tullahoma area has about 10,700 households and added 1,300 since 2000. The Shelbyville and
Manchester areas added 6,100 households, yielding growth of 33.3% over 21 years.
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Table 3.

HOUSEHOLD TRENDS, SELECTED SUB-MARKETS,
TULLAHOMA HOUSING MARKET AREA, 2000-2021
2000-2021 Change

Area

2000

2021

Number

Percent

Tullahoma Area

9,402

10,735

1,333

14.2%

Commuter Ring

16,434

18,211

1,777

10.8%

Shelby/Man

18,323

24,424

6,101

33.3%

44,159

53,370

9,211

20.9%

TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Claritas, and Randall Gross /
Development Economics.

Age and Housing Tenure
Age is possibly the most important determinant of housing tenure, since younger people tend to rent at much higher
rates than those who are older. For example, about 81% of Tullahoma’s householders aged 15 to 24 are renters, while that
share falls to 59% for those aged 25 to 34, and to 47% for those householders aged 35 to 44. The 75 to 84 age cohort has
the lowest share (22%) of renters in Tullahoma, but those over age 85 tend to rent at higher rates (44%) as they move into
assisted living facilities or other arrangements where they are less willing or able to maintain a house. The largest age
cohort overall is for those aged 55 to 64 (with about 1,440 households), but only about 32% of householders in this age
cohort in the city of Tullahoma are renters. By contrast, there are only about 550 householders aged 15 to 24, and only 320
householders over the age of 85, based on American Community Survey data generated for Tullahoma in 2019. The
following table summarizes these age and tenure findings.
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Table 4.

HOUSING TENURE BY AGE COHORT,
TULLAHOMA, 2019

Age Cohort

Renters

Owners

TOTAL

Share Rent

15-24

447

25-34

629

103

550

81%

437

1,066

59%

35-44
45-54

588

670

1,258

47%

450

881

1,331

34%

55-64

456

988

1,444

32%

65-74

371

909

1,280

29%

75-84

186

645

831

22%

85+

135

184

319

42%

3,262

4,817

8,079

40%

TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census and Randall Gross /
Development Economics.

Over the next five years, the broader Tullahoma area represented by Zip Code 37388 is expected to add about 400
to 450 households. It is anticipated that about 290 of those households will chose to own their homes, while 120 will be
renters. The largest share of added households will be among those with householders in the 65 to 74 age cohort,
representing “Baby Boomers” who have aged into retirement. With about 320 additional households, this group will have
the greatest impact on housing choices over the next few years, much as they have throughout their lives.
Thus, demand will be driven partly by those who are retiring or recently retired. Many of these will be empty nesters
with less concern about the quality of schools and similar issues, or with being located close to work. Most will choose to
stay in their existing homes, although Tullahoma area renters in this age cohort are more than twice as likely to move. So,
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empty nesters and other Baby Boomers will constitute an important market for both rental and for-sale housing over the
next five to ten years. Household forecasts by age and tenure are summarized in the table below for the Tullahoma area.
Table 5.

HOUSEHOLD FORECASTS BY AGE &
TENURE, TULLAHOMA AREA, 2021-2026

Age Cohort

Renters

Owners

Total

15-24

30

11

41

25-34

(1)

(1)

(2)

35-44

24

36

60

45-54

(15)

(35)

(50)

55-64

(35)

(115)

(150)

65-74

92

316

408

75-84

12

55

67

85+

13

21

34

119

289

408

TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census; Claritas; and
Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Income
Household incomes in the area have been increasing and are expected to continue increasing into the near future.
Between 2000 and 2021, Tullahoma area median household incomes increased from $36,600 to $52,800. While the
Pandemic has impacted negatively on incomes, a recovery is expected, with household incomes increasing again to
$57,300 by 2026.
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Table 6.

HOUSEHOLD INCOME TRENDS AND
FORECASTS, MARKET AREA, 2000-2024

Area
Tullahoma Area

2000
$

36,579

2021
$

2026

52,798

$

57,273

Commuters

$

36,698

$

56,203

$

60,942

Man/Shelby

$

35,877

$

55,831

$

61,385

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census; Claritas; and
Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Tullahoma area incomes are increasing but not as quickly as in neighboring areas or in Shelbyville and Manchester.
Household incomes increased by 44% in the Tullahoma area between 2000 and 2021. However, they increased by 53% in
the commuter area and by 56% in Shelbyville and Manchester (combined). This trend is expected to continue.
Household change was also forecasted by income cohort, which also determines how much housing households
can afford to purchase. Growth will be uneven over the next five to ten years, as incomes increase with inflation and as
households recover from the effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic. As households move up in income, there will be a decrease
in the number of households in certain cohorts, especially those with incomes in the $15,000 to $25,000 range. However,
there will be an increase in households with modest and high incomes. There will be significant growth in households with
incomes above $125,000.
Incomes have increased with the aging of the population, again driven by Baby Boomers. Households are forecasted
by income cohort within the Tullahoma area in the following table. Similar analyses were conducted for the other portions
of the market area including the Commuter Ring of Tullahoma and the Shelbyville and Manchester areas.
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Table 7.

HOUSEHOLD FORECASTS BY INCOME
COHORT, TULLAHOMA AREA, 2021-2026

Income Cohort

2021

2026

Change

<$15,000

1,043

949

(94)

$15-$25,000

1,292

1,164

(128)

$25-$35,000

1,241

1,270

29

$35-$50,000

1,725

1,717

(8)

$50-$75,000

1,889

1,939

50

$75-$100,000

1,251

1,319

68

$100-$125,000

871

954

83

$125-$150,000

536

647

111

$150-$200,000

429

566

137

$200,000+

458

618

160

10,735

11,143

408

TOTAL
Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census; Claritas; and
Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Mobility
area.

As discussed earlier, housing mobility decreases with age as illustrated below for the Tullahoma housing market
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Housing Mobility by Tenure, Age, and Location,
Market Area, 2017‐2018
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census and RGDE
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The share of market area homeowners moving each year declines from about 11% among 15 to 24 year old
householders to less than 1% per year for those over age 85. Mobility among Tullahoma’s renter households seems to
increase and peak at about 11% for those aged 35 to 44 but declines to 5% for those over age 85. Mobility is an important
indicator of demand, since low mobility rates yield less demand for new housing. Detailed mobility rates by age cohort and
submarket are provided in the Appendix of this report.
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Section 3. TULLAHOMA MARKET POTENTIALS
The potential for housing development was determined through an analysis of Tullahoma’s capture of housing
demand generated in each of the sub-markets and niches in the housing market area. An assessment of Tullahoma’s
positioning within the competitive context helped to determine capture by age and income cohort for each sub-market. This
competitive market is discussed below, followed by a summary of Tullahoma’s rental and for-sale housing market potentials.

Competitive Market Context
There are only 84 homes on the market in Tullahoma out of 600 in the broader Tullahoma market area. Of those,
only about 23% are homes that have been built in the last five years. New homes are available along Sears Roebuck Road
or in such subdivisions as Princeton Fields and others. New development is planned along Ovoca Road including the 22unit Pinnacle Point project.
Shelbyville has 110 homes on the market, one-third of which have been built in the
last five years. Competitive subdivisions include McKeesport by Smith Douglas
Homes ($350,000 to $430,000, 1,700-2,550 square feet), Wheatfield by Ole South
Homes, The Landing at Townsend (attached townhomes by Smith Douglas,
$239,000 to $245,000, 1,650 to 1,930sf, shown at left), Brinkley ($310,000,
1,500sf), and others. An 8-unit townhouse-style multi-family development came
online this year on South Cannon Boulevard.
Manchester has about 80 homes on the market, of which 16 (20%) were built in the last five years. Newer homes
are available in subdivisions like Branson Gardens ($475,000, 2,660sf), Richland Farms ($360,000-$370,000, 2,0502,070sf), and The Barrens ($470,000, 3,000sf). Winchester has 82 homes on the market, including 8 (10%) new construction
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homes in subdivisions like Crosswinds ($235,000-268,000, 1,270-1,450sf), Franklin Hills ($850,000, 3,560sf), Twin Creeks
Village ($599,900-799,000, 2,650-2,800sf, shown at left), and Whispering Pines ($563,000, 2,800sf).
Murfreesboro is a major competitor for Tullahoma’s housing, as a hub of 160,000 people within the Nashville —Murfreesboro
- Franklin MSA. Murfreesboro has nearly 400 current listings, of which nearly 120 or 31% were built in the last five years.
Alta Vista, Kingsbury, Griffith Park, Rucker Landing, Ashton at Salem Creek, Magnolia Grove Reserve, Rivers Edge, Shelton
Square, and South Haven are just a few of the many subdivisions building out
with new housing. Murfreesboro is also a major hub for multi-family rental
housing, with an average 400 multi-family units for rent at a given time at a broad
range of price points for studio through 3-bedrooms offering various amenities.
Smaller towns like Wartrace have few new construction homes on the
market. Lynchburg has new homes for sale in the Ridgeview development
($413,000, 2000sf). Outside of the cities, there is resort housing development
such as the Reserve at Holiday Landing, a 78-unit Tims Ford Lake resort home
development located just south of Tullahoma.

Rental Housing Development Potentials
The market analysis accounts for the competitive context and determined that there will be potential for development
of about 220 to 400 additional affordable and market rate rental units within the city of Tullahoma by 2026. This number
includes up to 200 market-rate units, but only if certain conditions are met to leverage development.
To place this development potential in context, Tullahoma has seen an average of 2 units of multi-family housing
permitted per year on average over the 25+-year period since 1995 (as indicated earlier) and has had only two multi-family
housing projects permitted at all since 2000. The potential expressed herein therefore exceeds recent norms for construction
in Tullahoma, in terms of multi-family rental housing development. Part of the reason for a dearth of multi-family construction
activity was the retirement of local builders from the market and an exodus following the 2008-09 real estate recession. As
a result of the low inventory, occupancy rates are high (as indicated previously) within multi-family complexes (but less so
in single-family houses). Tullahoma area rents have increased markedly in recent years due to the combination of a dearth
in multi-family supply and unmet demand for high-quality rental apartments.
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Table 8.

RENTAL HOUSING POTENTIALS,
TULLAHOMA, 2021-2026

Rent Range
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Area Potentials (units)
Low
Moderate

Market
Rate

300
500
600
700
800
1,100
1,200
1,500

27
27
37
38
38
24
14
7

34
38
60
67
73
48
34
23

Sub-Total
ELI
Workforce
Job Induced
Vacancy Factor

211
54
75
11

378
72
127
19

184

TOTAL

222

397

193

Sources:

53
56
36
24
15

9

U.S. Bureau of the Census; Claritas; Woods &
Poole; and Randall Gross / Development
Economics.

Unfortunately, the rising rents are pricing out a significant share of potential renters, many of whom are young workers
employed in Tullahoma. About 60 to 70 units would qualify for ELI support, with another 75 to 130 or more workforce
housing units at 60 to 80% of Area Median Income. Turnover at Arnold Air Force Base, Vanderbilt (formerly Tennova), and
other local employers remain important drivers for the rental housing market. But much of the rental demand, like that of
for-sale housing, is generated by local move-ups and first-time renters, local service workers, students (Motlow State
Community College and UT Space Institute), and change-of-life households (recently divorced, widowed, etc.).
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For-Sale Housing Development Potentials
There is also potential for some 230 to 500 units of for-sale housing development in the study area, including 290
market-rate units. This demand may exceed recent construction trends that have added an average of about 66 units per
year to Tullahoma’s supply of single-family housing.
Table 9.

Price Point
$
$
$
$
$
$

106,250
156,250
218,750
247,500
288,750
367,500

Sub-Total
ELI
Job-Induced
TOTAL
Sources:

FOR-SALE HOUSING POTENTIALS,
TULLAHOMA, 2021-2026
Area Potentials (units)
Low
High

Market
Rate

11
60
52
15
(8)
108

14
86
130
31
(16)
269

91
23
(12)
188

238

514

291

11
-

14
-

-

238

514

291

U.S. Bureau of the Census; Claritas; and
Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Arnold Air Force Base and the hospital remain important demand drivers (together accounting for an estimated 710% of the market), but there is increasing demand generated by those relocating to the area and the state (20-25%).
Nevertheless, the largest share of demand is still generated by move-ups (e.g., first-time buyers, 40-50%) and move-downs
(empty nesters, 10-15%) from within the area. Roughly 10-15% of the market is comprised of investors. There is also some
move-up activity from the commuter market outside of Tullahoma.
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Tullahoma housing demand has increased, but supply is constrained, which helps push potential first-time and other
homebuyers into secondary markets or wherever housing may come available. About 40% of market-rate housing demand
will be generated for homes in the $200,000 range, but most of what is being constructed in the area is listed at $350,000
or higher. And this demand does not account for the need for workforce housing for purchase among those with less than
80% of the area median income (accounting for at least 20-25% of the total).
It is estimated that at least 10% of existing single-family homes in Tullahoma are in poor condition, based on field
reconnaissance (identifying structural issues in foundations, roofs, walls, framing) and Census data, and there are vacant
lots that could support infill development. As such, there is also the opportunity to accommodate a portion of existing
homeowners who are either living in sub-standard units or will wish to age in place at accessible and affordable singlefamily or multi-family senior housing.
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Section 4. STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings of the Housing Market Analyses, several marketing and development concepts have been
created. This section presents several housing development concepts and opportunities for Tullahoma. Other
recommendations are also made for rehabilitation, and for marketing and branding to attract investment. Finally, strategies
are presented to capture funding for specific redevelopment projects and to overcome obstacles to investment. These
strategies are meant to help inform other elements of the comprehensive plan for Tullahoma.

Development Concepts
Several development concepts are offered as input to the planning process and to help guide redevelopment efforts
in the city. Even where the market supports them, development concepts such as these will typically require some type of
public intervention or leveraging because private developers may not otherwise enter the market with these products.
Downtown Mixed-Use
There are opportunities to strengthen downtown Tullahoma through the development of apartments or mixed-use
projects that enliven downtown streets and bring a “built-in” market for downtown businesses. Given the resistance of some
residential neighborhoods to multi-family development, downtown provides an opportunity to integrate apartments into a
commercial business hub away from single-family housing.
New mixed-use development with ground-floor retail and upper-floor rental apartments or condominiums could
provide competitive new space for retail businesses while also providing a new residential product to help diversify the
housing offering in Tullahoma. The housing market analysis indicated that there is potential for both condominiums and
rental apartments, but it will be more challenging to obtain financing for condominiums in this market. A project with 20 to
40 rental units and ground-floor retail may be an appropriate scale as a start-up project for downtown Tullahoma.
Development of an infill project could be leveraged in part with investment in a downtown public event space, restaurants,
and other amenities that enhance downtown lifestyle and walkability.
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In addition to new construction, there are some limited opportunities for upper-floor renovations and rehabilitation of
existing buildings in the downtown area. The Veranda House Apartments has already proven at least a basic market exists
for rental apartments downtown in an historic setting. These apartments rent from $525 to $675, so they are priced at the
lower end of the market. High insurance and rehabilitation costs coupled with low rents have prohibited owners from
investing in these spaces, but there may be opportunities for consolidation of spaces to help reduce the cost and increase
market exposure on a marginal basis.
The City might consider facilitating partnerships between building owners and providing them with incentives to
combine upper-floor spaces that may otherwise be too small or inefficient to rehabilitate on their own. Some potential
incentives are described later in this section. Reconnaissance seems to indicate that there may only be a handful of these
spaces with potential for rehab, but even having a few “loft” apartments in historic buildings helps to diversify the offering
for housing downtown and in Tullahoma overall.
Neighborhood Infill
There are a number of vacant and under-utilized lots in the city that could, if consolidated, support neighborhood infill
development of townhouses and single-family detached and “zero lot-line” housing. Some lots could support development
of some of the 50 to 200+ for-sale workforce housing units for which there is forecasted demand in Tullahoma. Again, some
of this housing might be clustered near commercial corridors and transportation routes. Ideally, if a public transportation
system is expanded to Tullahoma, then workforce housing should be located along bus routes. But there are also
opportunities for infill market-rate housing to meet some of the demand for up to 300 market-rate units over the next five
years. Some opportunities for market-rate and workforce housing might be enabled through public land banking and site
consolidation, as discussed later in this section.
Apartment Communities
Tullahoma has a need and a market for development of townhouse and garden-style apartment communities that
offer modern amenities, contemporary design, and standards comparable to those being built in Murfreesboro and other
competitive cities. Again, the market supports development of up to about 190 market-rate rental units and there is also
potential for 75 to 140 workforce rental units. High design standards would be essential for promoting multi-family
development in communities that are otherwise resistant. Locating such development in or near commercial corridors not
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only helps avoid direct conflict with single-family neighborhoods but also provides amenity value to renters who then have
direct access to goods and services. Ideally, specific locations for apartment communities would be identified through the
planning process in order to help secure development opportunities against any future opposition.
Traditional Neighborhoods
The increasing incomes and affluence of residents entering the Tullahoma market indicates that demand for higherend product will continue to grow. The market analysis suggests that there would be demand for 150 to 190 for-sale housing
units priced in the $300,000 range. However, there will continue to be unmet demand for more moderate-priced housing in
the $200,000 range, along with both market-rate and workforce rental housing. There are opportunities to accommodate a
mix of housing styles, tenure, and pricing in traditional neighborhood developments (TNDs) that also help to capture regional
market base.
TNDs can allow for some measure of cross-subsidy of lower-priced product, although those opportunities have
become severely constrained during the COVID Pandemic due to the rising cost of materials and labor. Still, Tullahoma’s
relatively low land costs can help create opportunities there that may not exist elsewhere in Middle Tennessee’s cities. In
terms of location, the Place Types section of this plan includes a “Traditional Neighborhood - New” category with TND-type
development in mind. There are several undeveloped areas that have been designated with this Place Type, located on
the periphery of the community as indicated in the main body of the plan.

Marketing & Developer Recruitment
There is a need to package and promote sites for housing development within the city limits of Tullahoma to potential
housing developers. Tullahoma has lost some of its local housing building industry, but the regional development community
has not yet “found” the city or discovered its potential for housing development. Area builders continue to find sites for lowcost development outside of the City limits, foregoing the City’s regulatory authority, while holding down costs. But there are
regional and national developers active in the Murfreesboro market that are more familiar with the need for sidewalks and
higher development standards. These types of developers should be targeted for recruitment to Tullahoma, rather than
lowering standards to meet the nominal cost requirements of low-cost builders.
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Some of these regional developers have discovered opportunities in Shelbyville or other smaller Middle Tennessee
markets. Targeting outreach to these residential buildings (both rental and for-sale) should be a part of the City’s economic
and business development efforts. The comprehensive plan, which would be shared with potential developers, will help in
that regard by establishing locations and parameters for housing development and by indicating the depth of market
potential.

Funding & Leveraging
Coupled with an effort to restrict sprawl and growth outside of the City’s regulatory authority, Tullahoma can offer
incentives to develop in town. As noted above, there is the opportunity to consolidate vacant and under-utilized sites in the
city and to package them with public amenities like parks, high-quality schools (which is an incentive in itself), and recreation
facilities. The City can accomplish this task in several different ways, such as through a “Land Bank” approach that allows
the City to acquire land strategically through purchase, condemnation through codes enforcement, default, tax liens, gifting,
consolidation with City land or of City agency facilities, and/or partnerships with property owners for equity investment. The
City can then promote sites for master planning and development.
Whether or not the City plays a pro-active role in accumulating land, it can help facilitate the creation of sites for
development or redevelopment such as by encouraging private property owners to form equity partnerships to consolidate
vacant or underutilized parcels. The City can leverage development through technical assistance such as by funding the
creation of master plans, engineering studies, or other due diligence; working on behalf of property owners to recruit
developers (such as through an RFP process); improving the streetscape (e.g., underground utilities in the downtown area)
and upgrading infrastructure (e.g., adding sidewalks); fast-tracking the regulatory process and reducing fees for designated
sites; and creating or packaging infrastructure and grant incentives for targeted sites. Such incentives might include a PILOT
(payment in-lieu of taxes) program or, for more complex mixed-use projects downtown, a TIF (tax increment financing)
program. The City should also use these programs to help target and promote the inclusion of workforce housing units in
new development.
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Appendix
Table A-1.

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMIT
TRENDS, TULLAHOMA, 1996-2020

Year

SF

2-4 Unit

MF

TOTAL

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

73
77
92
66
48
53
101
99
65
73
70
58
26
18
16
16
31
36
50
57
65
63
81
71
59

8
4
8

8
11
16
5

73
77
100
66
67
57
101
99
65
73
70
58
26
18
16
16
31
36
50
57
65
79
81
71
72

Total
Average

1,464
59
6.5%

20
1
0.1%

40
2
0.2%

1,524
61

Period
'96-2003
'04-2008
'09-2014
'15-2020

SF
76
58
28
66

2-3-4
2
1

MF
2
4

TOTAL
80
58
28
71

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census and
Randall Gross / Development Economics.
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Table A-2.

Age
Cohort
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sources:

HOUSING MOBILITY BY TENURE AND HOUSEHOLDER AGE,
MARKET AREA, 2010-2014 PER YEAR
Tullahoma
Renter
Owner
11.2%
9.2%
8.5%
7.7%
7.2%
8.1%
7.6%
8.7%

10.9%
9.9%
7.8%
7.5%
7.1%
3.5%
3.2%
1.8%

Commuters
Renter
Owner
6.7%
5.5%
9.6%
8.5%
7.5%
5.2%
4.7%
4.2%

11.5%
10.4%
4.5%
4.3%
4.1%
2.7%
2.4%
1.3%

Shelby/Manchester
Renter
Owner
6.6%
5.4%
11.3%
10.1%
9.6%
6.0%
5.4%
4.8%

11.7%
10.6%
5.0%
4.8%
4.5%
1.8%
1.6%
0.9%

U.S. Bureau of the Census and Randall Gross / Development Economics.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
Tullahoma, Tennessee
Prepared October 27, 2021
For The Walker Collaborative
And the City of Tullahoma
By Randall Gross / Development Economics

Randall Gross / Development Economics
INTRODUCTION
The Event Venue Market Analysis examined the potential for Tullahoma to attract meetings and events. Analysis of
the market for meetings and events focused on those activities that could be attracted to a Tullahoma site and generate
revenue to the facility. The potential user groups were identified and data and information collected to help analyze the
potential for meeting venues in Tullahoma. These user groups are identified below, followed by a summary of information
collected from each group and findings on their potential for meeting venues.
Section 1 of this report provides an overview of existing conditions and site opportunities that provide context for an
analysis of event venue potentials. In Section 2, the primary target user groups are identified and assessed, based in part
on surveys, interviews, and business and demographic data generated as input to this analysis. Section 3 determines the
city’s potential indicative support for a meeting venue and discussed possible locations and concepts for its development.
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Section 1. EXISTING CONDITIONS
An existing conditions assessment was conducted to review factors impacting on the competitiveness of Tullahoma
as a location for meetings and events. The assessment also examined existing meeting and event venues in the Tullahoma
area and surrounding communities to provide an understanding of the competitive context. Overall marketability is discussed
in terms of location, accessibility, image, and other factors.

Location and Access
Tullahoma is centrally located in Middle Tennessee, just about one to 1.5 hour’s drive from Nashville, Chattanooga,
and Huntsville. The Nashville Metro Area’s sprawling growth has brought suburban development ever closer but Tullahoma
and nearby Manchester remain part of their own distinct “micropolitan” statistical area comprised of Coffee, Franklin, and
Moore counties. Tullahoma itself sits in two counties – Franklin and Coffee – and is located just a few miles from the Moore
County line. Much of the area around Tullahoma retains a rural character, although Tullahoma itself offers a more
cosmopolitan feel than many small towns, thanks to the presence of Arnold Air Force Base and the Arnold Engineering
Development Complex. Tullahoma, along with Manchester and Shelbyville, forms an arc of small urban centers within a
short 20-minute drive of one another. The city is also home to George Dickel Distillery and located within a relatively short
drive of Lynchburg (home of Jack Daniel’s Distillery). As a hub on the Tennessee Whiskey Trail, Tullahoma is the largest
and most accessible city near both Jack Daniel’s and George Dickel. Winchester, Monteagle, and Sewanee/University of
the South are also within about a 20-minute drive. Tullahoma is relatively accessible to Murfreesboro, Franklin-Cool Springs,
Nashville, and Chattanooga for commuters.
While Tullahoma is centrally-located, it is not situated on an interstate highway, which reduces its exposure and
lengthens commutation times. Being 15 or 20 minutes away from the interstate also reduces Tullahoma’s competitiveness
for large group meetings and events, which often require as a prerequisite a location with direct or nearby interstate access.
Even though the city is only a short drive from I-24, it will not be perceived as being interstate accessible for marketing
purposes. Thus, the lack of direct interstate highway access may prevent Tullahoma from attracting many meetings or
events that would draw attendance from outside of the area. Even though Nashville International Airport is just over an hour
away, the lack of a commercial airport nearby eliminates most opportunities for large meetings that might draw attendees
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on a regional or national level. While not on an interstate or other limited-access highway, Tullahoma does offer fairly good
north-south access via U.S. 41A and east-west access on TN 55. U.S. 41A provides direct access to Shelbyville and
Winchester-Decherd. TN 55 provides access to Manchester (and from there, I-24 to Nashville-Murfreesboro and
Chattanooga) and Lynchburg.

Tullahoma: Aerospace and the Whiskey Trail
Arnold Air Force Base is a world center for aerospace testing and engineering. The base has long brought (and
continues to bring) transplants from across the country and the globe, adding to Tullahoma’s cosmopolitan character. The
presence of AEDC and major testing and research facilities helps to support opportunities for meetings associated with
aerospace research and development, engineering, military contracting, training, and related activities. The University of
Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) is also located in Tullahoma, bringing world-class education and research activity that
can leverage demand for meetings, networking, training, and conferences. Ultimately, the aerospace activity at Arnold AFB
helps to create a strong brand for meeting and conference venues.
As noted previously, Tullahoma is also a hub for the Tennessee Whiskey Trail and is located close to several of the
world’s most famous beverage brands. As such, there are additional opportunities for leveraging meetings and events as
part of broader marketing and branding efforts focused on these global brands. Tourism activities including distillery tours,
dining, and entertainment are excellent opportunities for packaging with meeting and event venues.

Competitive Meeting and Event Venues
Tullahoma has an existing event venue, known as the South Jackson Civic Center. The venue is located in the former
South Jackson School building, the city’s first public school, built in 1886. The South Jackson Civic Association has
managed the venue and has also served as the presenting organization and operator of a museum at the facility since
1977. The venue draws audiences from a five-county region including Coffee, Moore, Franklin, Bedford, and Warren,
according to the organization’s web site. The facility includes a 400-seat auditorium with proscenium stage, along with
rehearsal space, meeting rooms, and the local history museum. While the facility offers a variety of programming and
accommodates performances in its traditional auditorium, the facility was not purpose-built as a performing arts venue or
as a meeting and conference center. In particular, the facility, while an important resource for the community, lacks modern
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meeting technology and purpose-built spaces to accommodate concurrent sessions, group business meetings, trade shows,
and conferences.
While there is a lack of purpose-built meeting and event venues in Tullahoma, such venues do exist in the broader
region. In addition, there are smaller event venues in Tullahoma itself and there would be a need to ensure that the market
for any existing venues is not compromised by the addition of new facilities. A sample of competitive venues in the region
include the following meeting and conference centers, hotels, wedding venues, and others.


Holiday Inn Express & Suites, Tullahoma. Local hotel off of Highway 41 with one 1,200 square foot meeting room (“The
Tullahoma Room”). Has capacity for 75 (theatre style), 50 (banquet), and 30 (conference).



Manchester-Coffee County Conference Center, Manchester. Largest meeting and conference center located between
Murfreesboro and Chattanooga, and the primary competitor for large events in the area. Part of a 13,000 square-foot complex
that includes 80 lodging rooms at the 2-star Holiday Inn Express & Suites-Manchester. Total capacity for 1,100, including the
Tennessee Ballroom (500), Grand Salon (225, divisible), Bonnaroo Lodge outdoor venue, and meeting rooms (32 and 18,
respectively). Prices start at $1,500 per event.



Rock Creek Springs Wedding Venue, Tullahoma (Estill Springs). A small wedding venue located off of SR 130 in the Estill
Springs area, has capacity for 30. Rates range from $625 to $875 per event.



Monterey Station, Cowan. This facility located in Downtown Cowan (20 miles from Tullahoma, southeast of Winchester) offers
a small town downtown environment for weddings, business events, conferences, theatre, and other functions. Doubles as the
local “Center for the Arts.” Capacity for 1,000+. Outside catering is allowed.



Raffin’s Wedding & Event Barn, Hillsboro. A full-service wedding venue located about 14 miles from Tullahoma. Has capacity
for 200 inside along with 65 acres of outdoor event space.



Bell Buckle Banquet Hall, Bell Buckle. This “rustic” event venue caters to weddings, conferences and special events.
Facilities include a banquet room (capacity 250) and outdoor venue. Catering is provided by the Bell Buckle café and prices
average $6,900 per event inclusive.



Microtel Inn & Suites by Wyndom, Shelbyville. This budget hotel offers a 400 square foot meeting room with capacity for 40,
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conference or banquet style.


Circle E Guest Ranch, Belvidere. Lodge offering space for weddings and receptions, located about 20 miles from Tullahoma.
Capacity for 250, with prices starting at $1,200 inclusive. Facilities include a lodge, amphitheater, and outdoor grounds.



Eddie’s Retreat, Noah/Beechgrove. Banquet/entertainment hall in rustic barn setting that can accommodate weddings,
events, and concerts. Capacity for 110, with prices ranging from $2,600 to $3,300 per event. Located about 22 miles from
Tullahoma.



Murfreesboro. There are dozens of competitive event spaces in Murfreesboro. Reconnaissance inventoried at least 14 venues,
with total capacity in the 1,000s. However, there were few individual event spaces with capacity of more than 300, even in a
market this large. Among the largest is the Embassy Suites Hotel, with capacity for 3,800. Large venues are also available in
the other major urban centers in the region, with the closest convention center in Huntsville (Von Braun, capacity 10,080).

Meeting & Event Visitor Assets
In addition to Arnold AFB and the distilleries, the Tullahoma area offers other marketing assets that help to enhance
it’s competitiveness for attracting meetings and events. Tullahoma has a small but attractive downtown that offers potential
for restoration and redevelopment, including proposals for creation of a new outdoor public space for events and
performances. An outdoor event space would add significantly to the marketing potential for indoor spaces, especially if
they could be coupled and packaged together. Successful operation of an outdoor venue could also help increase
investment interest in an indoor component.
Tullahoma also offers access to stunning lakes and natural areas. Lake Normandy is located right on the city’s
doorstep and offers miles of relatively undisturbed shoreline. Short Springs Natural Area is also located nearby. Tims Ford
State Park offers amenities and services in a beautiful natural setting, although the lake is not technically located within the
city limits of Tullahoma. The Beechcraft Heritage Museum provides another strong link to Tullahoma’s aeronautical heritage
and current positioning for aviation testing and research. The Tullahoma Arts Center provides access to locally produced
art. The Hands On Science Center offers activities for youth and access to one of the few natural history centers in the
region. Lakewood Golf & Country Club provides 18 holes in a high-quality golf environment near Lake Normandy. The city
also has several lodging facilities that can help support meeting and conference attendance, such as the Quality Inn,
Hampton Inn Tullahoma, Holiday Inn Express & Suites Tullahoma, The Grand Lux Inn, and Baymont by Wyndham
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Tullahoma. The Ledford Mill B&B and other local establishments offer rooms in quaint historic settings.

Physical Conditions & Sites
Ideally, meeting and event centers are located near the heart of the city, in the downtown core. At that location, the
economic benefits from a meeting center are magnified through spin-off to local businesses including restaurants and
drinking places, retail shops, banks, personal service establishments, entertainment venues, cultural and non-profit facilities,
and others. Competitive sites for meeting centers can also include resort locations, such as on water (lakes, rivers, seafront),
mountains and parks, or golf and recreation areas. In some cases, competitive locations are also those that have the highest
exposure, such as along an interstate highway or adjacent to a major resort (e.g., Opryland or Disney), or airport. In
Tullahoma, the most competitive locations are likely to be either downtown or near Lake Normandy or Short Springs, which
offer attractive natural settings. The downtown area would need reinvestment in its public streetscape and public spaces,
as well as in private assets like restaurants, pubs, and accommodation services, in order to support the meeting market.
This market analysis has assumed that such reinvestment would occur in advance of the creation of a meeting or event
venue downtown.
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Section 2. POTENTIAL USER GROUPS
The primary user groups identified for a meeting venue in Tullahoma include non-profit associations & organizations,
state government agencies & the U.S. Department of Defense, colleges & universities, local-area businesses, and wedding
& event planners. Research was conducted to identify several hundred entities most likely to use meeting space in southern
Middle Tennessee. An online survey instrument was then designed and targeted specifically to these user groups. More
than 100 individuals and their contacts were identified at each of the entities for receipt of the link to the survey. The
Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce has also distributed the link to its members. The surveys were uploaded via
SurkeyMonkey.com. Some follow-up phone interviews were held with individual representatives at selected entities.
Data from the surveys and interviews was used to determine interest in use of the facility but also to calculate a
“propensity” rate at which associations, government agencies, and businesses would utilize the facilities. Corporate
potentials were based partly on the surveys but also on regional business patterns and growth rates. A completely separate
approach focused on detailed input from wedding planners coupled with area demographics was used to assess wedding
potentials. Finally, some research was conducted on existing facilities with respect to current event use in the area.

Associations & Organizations
Nonprofit associations and organizations are an important market segment for Tullahoma as interviews have
identified a need among local organizations for meeting space. Some locally-based organizations must leave the
community in order to conduct their larger meetings and events that cannot be accommodated in town. There are also
organizations in a broader market encompassing Coffee County, Franklin County, and neighboring areas that could rotate
meetings to Tullahoma if space were available. Finally, there are state and regional organizations that also rotate to different
locations around Tennessee and could consider using facilities in Tullahoma as part of their rotations.
Segments
Over 100 non-profit associations and organizations were identified and targeted through the online survey and followup interviews. The key segments targeted Tullahoma include:
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◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Local civic and community organizations
Local and state military and Veterans organizations
Aerospace organizations
Middle Tennessee and state industry associations
Middle Tennessee and state environmental associations
Local and State government employee associations
Distillery and beverage associations
Professional and employee-based associations
Advocacy organizations

Event Base
Research and survey results indicate a total association annual event base of up to 780. This number excludes some
smaller events that tend to be held on a local chapter basis. Research results and comparable analysis suggest that about
13% of association events are conferences, including those sponsored by the organization itself or in collaboration with
partner groups. There are also trade shows and topical meetings included in this category. Another 11% are fundraisers
and social events, such as award dinners and networking functions. About 7% are in board meetings or meetings of
executive committees, advisory councils, and similar functions. Another 7% are in training and workshops sponsored for
members, constituents, or communities. The largest category of association events, “Other” includes a broad spectrum of
activities including hearings, press conferences, rallies, actions, protests, town halls, expos, festivals, celebrations, retreats,
lectures, luncheons, exhibitions, and screenings, among others. The following chart summarizes the various categories of
meetings and events sponsored by associations and nonprofit organizations.
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Target Association Event Base by Type

Sources: Associations and Randall Gross / Development Economics

Fundraiser/Social
11% Board/Exec
Comm
7%

Other
62%

Conference
13%

Training
7%

Meeting Characteristics
Specific data was collected on the characteristics of meetings and events held by various associations and
organizations. This information informs the assessment of Tullahoma’s competitiveness in the market and its potential for
capturing association events.
Attendance. Attendance varies significantly by organization and type of event. In general, however, conferences
and community events attract the largest numbers of attendees, followed by fundraisers & social events, training, and board
or committee meetings. Average attendance is summarized below.
◦
◦
◦

Fundraisers/Social Events
Membership
Board/Committee

65
15
25
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◦
◦
◦

Conference
Training
Other

325
65
295

Duration. The length (in days) of events impacts on the demand for lodging rooms and services associated with the
event. If new hotel rooms are added nearby, the Tullahoma will be able to accommodate multi-day events, and the utilization
rate (and therefore the economic viability) of the venue is increased. Typical days required for each type of event are
summarized below.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Fundraiser/Social Events
Board/Committee
Conference
Training
Other

1.0
1.5
2.5
1.3
1.0

Location Preferences
Several recurring factors impacting on location preference were identified among the target group of associations
and organizations. One important factor is whether the site is located near restaurants, drinking places, and entertainment,
which provide amenity value for various types of meetings, especially those that bring visitors from outside of the immediate
area. A lakeside location was also appealing for certain types of meetings (board retreat, for example). Organizations often
prefer a site that is accessible to their membership or constituent base, or within less than a day’s drive of the site.
Organizations are also looking for locations that provide cost-effective services, lodging (especially for conferences
and annual meetings), and rental charges. Some organizations require at least a few lodging rooms for board meetings and
training sessions. Lodging requirements vary significantly between organizations and events, but cost-effectiveness is
important to a majority of nonprofits that run fairly tight budgets. Because of cost constraints, many nonprofit organizations
operate their own in-house venues or use their own offices for board and other meetings and events. Other organizations
often make use of free facilities, public parks, and open spaces to host rallies and other events.
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Competitive Framework
There are several local venues in Tullahoma that have been used for meetings in the past, such as South Jackson
Civic Center and Motlow House (now closed). Local groups have invariably held larger meetings out of town, such as at the
Manchester-Coffee County Conference Center. Among the venues identified and used by targeted associations and
nonprofit organizations for their meetings and events were the following:
Westin-Chattanooga, Hampton Inn Tullahoma, Manchester-Coffee County Conference Center, Embassy Suites by Hilton-Murfreesboro, Park
Vista-Gatlinburg, Lakewood Golf & Country Club, Franklin Marriott-Cool Springs, Sheraton Music City, DoubleTree by Hilton Murfreesboro,
Opryland Resort & Conference Center, The Honeysuckle at Twin Creeks (Winchester), Middle Tennessee State University, Holiday Inn Express
& Suites Manchester, Grand Hyatt Nashville, Shelbyville Central High School Auditorium, The Hermitage Hotel, Montgomery Bell State Park,
Sewanee Inn, Embassy Suites-Knoxville, Hilton Franklin-Cool Springs, Music City Center.

Likely Users
Certain characteristics were shared by those one-third of organizations that appeared most likely to consider
Tullahoma as a site for their meetings and events. Many are local groups that need space for large annual meetings and
events that are currently not accommodated in town. Some of the statewide organizations shared a preference for sites that
are centrally located and cost-effective, especially when they are rotating on a typical west-central-east cycle. Many of the
organizations inclined to consider Tullahoma have membership in south-central Middle Tennessee or concentrated in both
Nashville and Chattanooga.
Tullahoma is most likely to attract the annual meetings and large events (e.g., 300+) held by a handful of local
organizations or by some others located in the Coffee-Franklin area. Otherwise, the city is likely to attract local or state
rotating board or committee meetings with attendance between 10 and 40, and training session attendance averaging 20.
Statewide organizations that would consider Tullahoma have designated venue budgets and typically rotate sites throughout
the state, including in rural areas and small towns. The organizations have budgets that vary widely (from $15 to $500 per
head), which suggests a need for flexibility in offering, pricing, and amenities. Similarly, the groups vary in terms of their
need for lodging and catering, depending on budget, format, and other factors. There were also partnering opportunities
identified for an event venue in Tullahoma to build relationships with organizations like AEDC and Jack Daniel’s to help
sponsor events that would bring in larger groups on a regular basis.
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Utilization
Non-local associations and organizations that would consider Tullahoma as a site for their events identified some
potential for accommodating board, council, and committee meetings. As noted earlier, there was also the opportunity
identified for hosting training sessions and contracting or other workshops. Other uses identified by likely users included
whiskey tours, dinners, and lecture-tours.
Challenges
There were various reasons why Tullahoma was not a viable location for many association meetings. Often, these
challenges relate to factors having nothing to do with Tullahoma itself, but to policies and facilities controlled by the
organization. For example, those groups that maintain their own meeting venue are bound to use those in-house facilities
rather than budgeting for off-site venues. Access is a serious obstacle, since Tullahoma is not located on an interstate
highway and, while the city is centrally located in Tennessee, it is otherwise “off the beaten track.” That being said,
Tullahoma is located near the heart of the whiskey trail, so there are opportunities to package a meeting venue with off-site
tour opportunities in the area. Adjacent access to hotel accommodations was critical for conferences and some other
meetings, and Tullahoma currently lacks high-quality hotel accommodations in the downtown area or in other potential
meeting venue locations such as along Normandy Lake. A proposed 90-room highway-oriented hotel in northern Tullahoma
is unlikely to fill the gap if not of a high standard and located adjacent to a meeting facility.
Some organizations indicate a preference for metro-area locations, especially those that are not too isolated from
constituencies or members. Tullahoma is just too far from the center of State Government, counteracting the advantage of
being within an hour’s drive or so of Nashville. There are also groups that prefer certain site-specific activities or resort
locations that offer golf and/or beach amenities. Some organizations land at corporate chains or branded venues rather
than in civic meeting venues. By the same token, some organizations events are held at parks and public spaces, public
buildings, and other locations that offer free access and exposure within the community. Cost was noted as a factor
impacting on site location decisions among many types of organizations, but the definition of “cost-effective” differed
significantly by group. As noted earlier, the range of $15 to $500+ per head is so broad as to incorporate many different
types of venues and packages.
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Government Agencies
Various government agencies may consider Tullahoma as a site for meetings or events. This analysis has obviously
focused on agencies within the Government of the State of Tennessee, since Tullahoma is located in the state within a
short drive of the State Capital and headquarters to most State agencies. Thus, Tullahoma offers proximity that helps make
a prospective meeting facility more competitive vis-à-vis venues in other parts of the state. Also considered were several
federal agencies such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the U.S. Department of
Defense.
Segments & Sample Groups
More than 30 state, regional, & federal government agencies were identified and targeted for input through an online
survey conducted via SurveyMonkey, and with follow-up via interviews. Among the targeted agencies were the following:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

U.S. Department of Agriculture-Rural Development
TN Department of Transportation (TDOT)
TN Department of Agriculture
Tullahoma Airport Authority
Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)
Franklin County Industrial Development Board
City of Tullahoma
TN Housing Development Agency
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
TN Department of Human Services (DHS)
South Central Tennessee Development District
TN Department of Environment & Conservation (TDEC)
National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA)
TN Department of Education
TN Department of Labor & Workforce Development
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Event Base
These +/-30 agencies generate a total base of at least 370 annual events. Such events include board or other
executive meetings such as boards of governor, advisory councils, commissions, division and agency boards, and others.
They also sponsor training sessions and workshops, conferences, social events and awards banquets, and other events
including celebrations, ceremonies, public meetings, open houses, confirmation sessions, accreditation sessions, work
group meetings, planning sessions, and others.

Target Agency Event Base by Type

Sources: Government Agencies and Randall Gross / Development Economics

Fundraiser/Social
1%

Other
42%
Board/Exec Comm
51%

Training
Conference
4%
2%

Meeting Characteristics
Data and information was collected from agencies on the attendance, source of attendance, duration, location and
other characteristics of their meetings and events as follows.
Attendance. The government agencies report attendance patterns at their events that are similar to those for
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nonprofit associations and organizations. Specifically, the highest attendance is generated for conferences, while board and
committee meetings generate the lowest attendance.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Fundraisers/Social Events
Board/Committee
Conference
Training
Other

100
30
550
70
90

Duration. The length of time (in days) required for each type of agency event is summarized below.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Fundraiser/Social Events
Board/Committee
Conference
Training
Other

1.0
2.3
2.0
1.0
1.0

Location Preferences
Government agencies are bound by strict per diem travel and budget requirements. As a result, most agency
meetings are held at State or local government offices or facilities. The meeting locations tend to rotate around the state or
otherwise gravitate to Nashville. When meetings are held outside of Nashville, it is often a priority to be accessible to the
agency’s constituent base. Budgets typically require cost-effectiveness, although lodging varies significantly and there is
surprising use of high-end hotel facilities for some executive level and other meetings.
Competitive Framework
As noted above, many agencies hold meetings at local and state department headquarters and other government
offices and venues. In Nashville, a large number of meetings are held in the State Capitol complex. Local schools,
community centers, senior centers, houses of worship, public parks, and veterans’ facilities are often used as the site for
meetings, especially in constituent-driven service agencies. But also, as noted, a number of meetings are held at high-end
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branded hotels and resorts.
Likely Users
Among those agencies that do hold off-site meetings and events outside of government facilities or resort venues,
the most likely candidates for Tullahoma include those that (like associations) have local constituencies or geographic
divisions that include Tullahoma. Those agencies that are headquartered and typically have their board meetings offsite in
the Nashville area are also a prime target. The board meetings that have attendance of between 30 and 50 are most likely
to be attracted. While many government agencies hold training sessions and workshops at their headquarters or local
offices, there are some non-constituent oriented training and workshop events (such as specialized in-house staff training)
that could be attracted to Tullahoma. Those agencies with budgets for travel and per diems would be prioritized.
Utilization
The specific uses identified for this user group include commission and geographic division meetings, advisory
committee and council meetings, internal or specialized training sessions and workshops, and (lakeside) retreats.
Challenges
A primary challenge for attracting government agency meetings is the use of government facilities, headquarters,
and venues in Nashville or elsewhere for that purpose. Similarly, many local or regional events are held at community
parks, public spaces, and other community facilities. As with associations, there is some preference for in-town and
metropolitan area locations, and Tullahoma’s relative distance from the State Capitol and government offices (versus
Nashville and its suburbs) is problematic for some State agencies. Many government agencies are service-oriented and
must engage with stakeholders, so Tullahoma could be an attractive location if there are substantial constituencies and
service populations in the area for a particular agency. In some cases, agencies hold contracts for lodging and meeting
services with corporate and branded entities, so independent or City-owned meeting venues may not always qualify. Some
State government agencies might perceive a conflict with the nearby Manchester-Coffee County Conference Center and
avoid both facilities altogether.
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Institutions and Other Organizations
Institutions and other organizations present opportunities for use of an event center. If the City or the center build
strong relationships with institutions like Motlow State Community College (Moore County) and the U.T. Space Institute,
then there may be opportunities for broader market development.
Event Base & Characteristics
Since neither of the two main higher education institutions near Tullahoma constitutes the main campus of a fouryear university, sponsored events are relatively limited. An inventory of relevant non-athletic events identified only a handful
among the area’s key institutions. These events include a few cultural events, competitions, and social events.
Location Preferences
Based on broad research of non-athletic institutional events, RGDE has determined that on average, a total of 82.3%
of all institutional events are held on-campus or on-site and only 17.7% are held at off-campus facilities. Even board
meetings are often held on-campus, although there are opportunities for accommodating retreats and other overnight
meeting events held in a quiet setting away from institutions. Research-oriented off-campus events are sometimes held at
parks and natural areas. Thus, the share of institutional events that could be held in an indoor facility off-campus is typically
very small.
Likely Uses
Conferences, lectures, or colloquia that are co-sponsored by agencies and institutions, such as AEDC and UTSI, for
example, might be the type of use most likely to gravitate to a meeting venue in town. There may be opportunities for
enhancing both MSCC’s and UTSI’s overall exposure through more programmed events drawing a broader regional
audience.
Challenges
Aside from the fact that relatively few institutional meetings are held off-campus, there is the fact that Tullahoma’s
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institution base is somewhat limited, having no main university campus or other large institution to drive a meeting and event
market in town. On the other hand, UTSI does have a research component that could generate interest in the field and
among the general public

Corporate
The opportunities for corporate meetings and events was also examined as part of this analysis. The surveys and
follow-up interviews helped collect some basic information on corporate meeting patterns in the area. However, the
methodology for assessing corporate demand then applied the basic patterns to broader industry growth projections to
arrive at a sense of scale.
Segments & Sample Groups
For the purposes of this business plan, a first-phase approach focused on the local Coffee-Franklin county business
base was prioritized. Over the longer term, it may very well be possible for Tullahoma to attract corporate retreats or board
meetings from other parts of Middle Tennessee and beyond. In some cases, it may be very advantageous to co-brand the
venue for corporate use with programming associated with AEDC, Jack Daniel’s, or the U.T. Space Institute. Such branding
would set the facility apart from other venues in the region.
Local Tullahoma-Area Companies Targeted. The larger local corporate employers were targeted through the
surveys, particularly those that have headquarters or major operations in Tullahoma or in Coffee or Franklin counties. The
Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce assisted in distributing the survey link to its members. Key employers included the
following, among others:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

George Dickel Distillery
Jacob’s Engineering
Ascend Federal Credit Union
Vanderbilt (Tennova) Medical Center
National Aerospace Solutions (NAS)
Tullahoma Industries
Jack Daniel’s
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Other Tullahoma-Area Employers. A sample of other employers of all sizes was also surveyed, including the
following.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Citizens Tri-County Bank
Clayton’s
Woodard’s Jewelry
Weichert Realty
London’s
Microcraft
Trader’s National Bank
JSP International
Batesville Caskets
Schmeide Corporation
Wisco Envelopes
United Technologies Aerospace Systems, etc.

Event Base
The events base was estimated based on survey responses and input from venue operators, coupled with data on
the business base. There are a total of about 350 estimated corporate meetings held by 128 businesses with over 50
employees located in the Tullahoma Micropolitan Statistical Area each year (outside of the impacts of the COVID
Pandemic). This number does not include meetings or events held by smaller companies, although the small businesses
tend to conduct their meetings in-house as they often do not have the resources, volumes, or time to hire meeting venues
except for occasional special events (launch of a new product, holiday party, etc.).
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Corporate Events by Type, Tullahoma MSA
Companies

Sources: Area Companies, Surveys, and Randall Gross / Development Economics

Retreat
2%

Other
16%

Board/EC
23%

Sales/Mktg
59%

This inventory includes about 75 board or executive committee meetings, 215 sales/training and marketing meetings,
3 retreats, and 60 other events such as parties, dinners and other social events outside of the regular meetings, conferences
or events held in-house. The largest corporations listed above account for about half of these meetings while other
companies with over 50 employees account for the others.
Meeting Characteristics
Most of the local corporate meetings have a duration of only a few hours or one full day at most. In some cases,
there are overnight retreats, training workshops, and sales meetings that require overnight accommodations.
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Location Preferences
The locally-based companies typically use in-house or local Tullahoma-Shelbyville-Manchester area venues for their
meetings but they will also plan board meetings and retreats in Nashville or other parts of the state or region. Golf resort
areas are popular among a few of the larger companies.
Competitive Framework
Corporate users utilize a variety of venues for annual meetings, board and committee meetings, sales and training
meetings, dinners, teambuilding, and social events. The most commonly used venues that would compete for corporate
meetings include branded hotels in Nashville and Cool Springs but also resorts throughout the southeast and nationally).
Many corporations also use on-site facilities for certain types of meetings.
Likely Uses
Tullahoma can attract some board and executive committee meetings (or lakeside) retreats, based on responses
from a small sample of local companies and on experience in other markets. There may also be opportunities for training
or sales meetings with teams from other parts of Middle Tennessee or the region.
Challenges
There is significant competition for the corporate market, with plenty of venues that can accommodate such meetings
closer into metropolitan areas including Nashville. The larger corporate users can travel extensively, so Tullahoma must
compete not only with Nashville or Chattanooga but also with Fort Lauderdale, Charleston, and other locations. In order to
compete, Tullahoma would need to offer a unique package that perhaps includes a waterfront setting, golf package, or a
co-branding experience such as with George Dickel or Jack Daniel’s that is unique to the city. Without high-amenity lodging
rooms associated with a meeting venue, it will be difficult to capture a significant share of the corporate market except for
local events, training, or sales meetings.
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Weddings & Social Events
The wedding & event market was considered as a potential use for the facility partly to help fill gaps in the operating
sustainability of a Tullahoma venue. The wedding/reception market base was estimated based on a variety of inputs
including discussions with regional wedding and event planners, coupled with demographic analysis and forecasts for the
Tullahoma/Coffee County area market. The existing supply of wedding and event venues was also inventoried and, while
there is some overlap with other meeting facilities in the region, there are a number of venues that focus solely on
accommodating wedding-related events.
Market Base
Based on public records and demographic analysis, it is estimated that there are approximately 370 wedding events
held in Tullahoma/Coffee County each year. Unlike other markets around Nashville, a relatively small share of Tullahoma
area weddings are arranged through wedding planners.
Event Characteristics
The relatively small number of wedding planners in this market may be associated with the fact that the Tullahoma
wedding market is dominated by local couples, with limited destination draw. The Nashville area has become the region’s
destination market for out-of-town couples drawn to the area for its urban excitement, live music, scenery, venues, and
other amenities.
The average size of luxury and mid-range weddings in the region is estimated at 110 to 130 guests, with seating
capacity for up to 150 typically required. In addition to weddings, a venue could accommodate receptions and related events.
Depending on the location, a rural or lakeside setting can attract outdoor events through use of the landscaping and formal
gardens, topography, lakes, and farm buildings.
Competitive Framework
There are a number of competitive wedding venues in the region, including historic homes and gardens, properties,
and natural areas. Many of these sites are located closer into Nashville and do not require a transportation system to ferry
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non-driving guests to a remote site.
Likely Users
The most likely wedding parties attracted to a venue in Tullahoma would be those seeking the historic ambiance of
a small town downtown, or a natural environment of a lakefront or other rural site. Again, co-branding of a venue with one
of the world-famous distilleries in the area could certainly raise the profile and set it apart from the “typical” small town
municipal meeting venue. Having outdoor space to accommodate wedding ceremonies or receptions would also be an
attractive element, even if located in the downtown area. The target market will include primarily local weddings but there
is the opportunity for “inflow” of those looking for a small-town ambiance, especially if associated with Tennessee’s distillery
culture.
Challenges
Tullahoma has constraints for hosting out-of-town wedding parties due to the lack of accommodation. The city is
relatively far from class A hotels in the Nashville-Franklin-Murfreesboro market. Tullahoma also does not yet have the
reputation of other Middle Tennessee communities for an historic downtown ambiance. However, it is located near several
stunning lakes that offer multiple opportunities to create a unique natural setting in support of weddings and other events.
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Section 3. TULLAHOMA EVENT VENUE POTENTIALS
This section determines and forecasts potential venue utilization for meetings and events. The city’s competitive
positioning and capture within the market for each type of event was determined, with the event venue’s utilization
forecasted as a basis for strategic recommendations on sites, marketing, and development.

Propensity-Based Site Potentials
The potential for Tullahoma to capture some of the target market demand for meetings and events generated by
associations and organizations, government agencies, and institutions was calculated based on the propensities of sampled
organizations to consider Tullahoma as a location for their events. This analysis determined that there is potential for
Tullahoma to capture about 60 association meetings and events per year, but only 3 to 5 meetings held by government
entities, and 2 or 3 sponsored by institutions and others, for a total of about 65 to 70 meetings per year. The meeting
potentials are distributed by type of entity and type of event, below.
Table 1.
Type of Event

ASSOCIATION & GOVERNMENT MEETING
POTENTIALS, TULLAHOMA, 2026
Associations/Orgs

Govt

Inst./Other

TOTAL

Fundraiser/Social

26

-

-

26

Board/Exec Comm

17

1

-

18

Conference

1

-

2

4

Training

7

1

-

8

Other

8

0

-

8

59

3

2

64

TOTAL
Sources:

Associations and Randall Gross / Development Economics.

Utilization would include about 30 fundraisers and social events, 16 to 22 board or executive committee meetings, 3
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to 5 conferences, 8 to 16 training sessions or workshops, and 6 to 15 other types of meetings.

Corporate Meeting Potentials
As noted earlier, the potential for corporate meetings was determined based in part on corporate meeting schedules
but also on economic projections of growth in associated industries. The overall market base for corporate meetings totaled
about 350, as discussed previously. Tullahoma has potential to capture about 50 to 60 of these meetings per year, under
the right circumstances.
Table 2.

TULLAHOMA CORPORATE MARKET
MEETING POTENTIALS, 2026

Type

Meetings

Attendance

Share

Board/Exec

12

161

14%

Sales/Mktg

35

850

72%

0

2

0%

Other

10

161

14%

TOTAL

57

1,175

100%

Retreat

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Business Survey, and RGDE.

A Tullahoma meeting and event venue would capture about 12 to 15 board and executive-level meetings, 30 to 50
sales and marketing meetings, 1 or 2 retreats, and 10 to 18 other meetings and events per year. The majority of these
functions would be generated by mid-size corporate organizations in town, since these are most likely to conduct such
meetings but lack in-house spaces or funds for branded resort locations to accommodate them. Tullahoma is most likely to
capture these events if the venue is associated with some lodging rooms, amenities (such as lake, golf resort, or downtown
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dining), and branded partnerships with a known aerospace-centric entity such as AEDC or UTSI, or with a lifestyle brand
like Jack Daniel’s or George Dickel.

Weddings & Events
Tullahoma could capture an estimated 7 to 12 weddings, receptions, and other non-corporate social events per year.
As noted earlier, the market supports an average of about 370 weddings per year.
Table 3.

WEDDING EVENT MARKET
POTENTIAL, TULLAHOMA
Factor

Number

# Weddings
Urban/Venue
Event Potential
Attendance
Sources:

371
46
7
729

Wedding planners, Comparable
Facilities, US Bureau of the Census,
Randall Gross / Development
Economics.

Of this number, about 45 to 50 will select wedding venues other than historic houses, barns, churches, parks, and other
facilities to accommodate their needs. Co-branding the venue, as discussed above, would have a similar leveraging effect
with the wedding market. However, the venue would still have to compete with dozens of such properties within this niche.
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Summary of User Group Potentials
Based on the various user group analyses, a Tullahoma meeting and event venue should be able to capture a target
of about 120 to 150 events per year. Capacity for events accommodating at least 500 people would be required, suggesting
a footprint of at least 6,000 to 8,000 square feet of indoor space, flexible and divisible. These events could include the
following. These numbers represent the total market potentials at full operation (within three to five years of initial marketing),
not necessarily the recommended use of the facility:
Associations & Nonprofit Organizations
Weddings and Events
Corporate
Government Agencies
University/Research Institutions

65 –
10 –
50 –
3–
2–

70
12
60
5
3

TOTAL

120 – 150

The target potential event schedule was also disaggregated by type of event, with fundraisers, social events, and
sales meetings generating the largest number of events, followed by board & annual meetings, training sessions &
workshops, and other meetings & events. There would also be several wedding-related events as well as conferences and
workshops each year.
Board/Exec/Annual Meetings and Retreats
Weddings & Events
Conferences, Workgroups & Colloquia
Fundraisers/Social Events
Other Meetings & Events
Training Sessions and Workshops
Sales & Marketing Meetings
TOTAL

28 –
7–
3–
30 –
10 –
12 –
30 –

29
10
4
40
12
20
35

120 – 150
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Strategic Inputs
There are a number of factors impacting on the ability of Tullahoma to achieve these target potentials. Several
strategic recommendations are made below to help address these factors and also to maximize the city’s potential for
capturing the meeting and event market.
Size and Location
A meeting and event facility would need to offer sufficient space as well as flexibility to accommodate a diverse set
of small and large events. The market analysis indicates potential for capturing events with attendance ranging from 10 to
300 or more. With 150 events and 200-250 event days per year (50%+ utilization), it is likely that this event center will need
to accommodate other uses in order to remain operationally and financially viable. Thus, a flexible, multi-use facility will be
preferred over a “static” meeting venue. Movable walls, risers, sound systems, and other components may be required to
accommodate other uses such as cultural presentations, concerts, and other activities beyond meetings and receptions.
The venue location would need to maximize opportunities associated with either a lively downtown accented by
restaurants, drinking places, and entertainment; or a lakeside “retreat” location offering golf, fishing or other packaged
amenities. The South Jackson Civic Center, being located near Downtown, could provide adjunct space for ancillary or spinoff meetings. Parking will be an important requirement for the site. Proximity to (and preferably adjacency to) lodging may
be required in order to maximize potential for accommodating out-of-town attendees, even if meetings or functions are
sponsored by local groups. The event center could help drive at least a portion of the market for lodging rooms. A major
reason that several other local event centers in Middle Tennessee have failed to generate sustainable operations is because
they were built without access to lodging, thus limiting their market base to local one-day events.
Co-Branding and Partnering
The venue’s capture also assumes that there is an aggressive marketing effort to recruit meetings and events to the
space and that management is handled professionally by an experienced contractor/operator. This market analysis has
indicated a requirement for a strong co-branding effort associated with either the aerospace activities for which Tullahoma
is known or with Tullahoma’s positioning at the heart of the whiskey trail. Strong brands that will help in marketing and
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programming the venue could include lifestyle brands like Jack Daniel’s and George Dickel, or aerospace institutions like
AEDC and UTSI, and possibly some combination of both. Ideally, the venue would be programmed in collaboration with
these partner entities to bring people to Tullahoma for special events, tours, lectures, cultural activities, meetings, research
colloquia, or other events associated with these entities. As noted above, collaboration with the South Jackson Civic Center
would help expand options and flexibility by providing multiple sites for larger conferences and ancillary meetings. Such
partnering would set Tullahoma’s event center apart from others in the region and provide a stronger platform for
programming and sustainable operation.
Next Stage Feasibility Analysis
Again, the aforementioned event schedules represent the potential market at full operation (within five years after
initial marketing), not necessarily the recommended utilization program. But, an understanding of this market “envelope” is
important to ensure that the facility captures the appropriate target uses necessary to meet the basic requirements for
operational efficiency and financial sustainability, and to attract a contract operator if appropriate.
This market analysis forms part of a “pre-feasibility” conceptual phase and provides a general overview of the market
potentials for a meeting venue in Tullahoma. But if a specific site is selected and an effort to pursue this concept, then there
would need to be a full market and financial feasibility analysis completed to determine the long-term viability and financial
sustainability of the venue. There will also be a need to test the potential for other uses of the facility (cultural events,
concerts, rentals, etc.) to fill any gaps in utilization and revenue. Event venues have been tried and failed in the past in
Tullahoma, while others in the region have performed at less-than-optimal levels. The City will want to avoid direct
competition with the existing South Jackson Civic Center or sanctioning and supporting a “white elephant.” As such, every
effort should be made to complete thorough due diligence prior to funding or promoting development of an event center in
Tullahoma.
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Section 1. OBJECTIVES AND VISION
FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
An effort was made as part of the comprehensive planning process to engage with stakeholders on their vision for the future of
Tullahoma and on the economic development objectives aimed at helping the city realize that vision. Input was gathered during public
and focus group meetings, and a special economic development “visioning session” was held virtually with a representative sample of
stakeholders engaged in various aspects of Tullahoma’s development. The information gleaned from these various meetings, coupled
with technical analysis conducted as input to the plan, helped yield an overall vision and objectives for the city’s future economic
development, as outlined below.

Vision for the Future of Tullahoma
A vision statement for the economic development of Tullahoma in the future was compiled and summarized from the various
statements and priorities identified by residents and key stakeholders. This vision statement is summarized below:
A Unified Message of Tullahoma in 2040:

Tullahoma is a vibrant economic hub and a city on the move; a tourism destination with natural
assets and a culture of innovation in aviation testing technologies and medical services; a
proud, attractive, and walkable community with great schools, diverse housing, and a smalltown lifestyle.
This statement draws on several elements prioritized by stakeholders. First, there was the desire for the city to be “unified” in
terms of its “voice” for marketing and promoting the city for business and economic development. This desire contrasts with the
perception that there are various entities marketing the city without a consistent message. There was also a desire expressed for
unifying the city’s neighborhoods and demographic groups, with all residents of the city sharing in Tullahoma’s growth and prosperity.
In the future, the city’s known strengths in aviation testing and medical services would still form the backbone of the city’s
economy, but there would also be more tourism development, building on aviation heritage as well as on the city’s positioning at the
heart of the Tennessee Distillery Trail. The vision statement reflects a desire to retain, protect, and enhance other existing strengths
like the city’s great schools and small-town lifestyle; but also aspires to create a more aesthetically pleasing and walkable community,
one with more diversity in its housing mix, especially to accommodate the local workforce.
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Objectives
More specificity in the approach to economic development came through objectives oriented to meeting specific needs or
aspirations, as identified below.
1. Become a medical services hub and a center for technology innovation, with a focus on testing and product & process
development.
2. Identify and prioritize sites and buildings for rehabilitation, redevelopment, and new development (e.g., older warehouses,
airport business park).
3. Enable development of diverse housing to accommodate the needs of the workforce, professional recruitment, and lifestyle
changes.
4. Become a tourism destination, building on existing assets and through-traffic.
5. Develop a unified voice in marketing our strengths.
6. Enhance our aesthetic qualities through streetscape improvements, especially in our commercial corridors and gateways.
7. Diversify our fiscal base in order to enable more opportunities for funding and staffing projects and programs that are needed
in the city.
Stakeholders in general have a positive outlook on Tullahoma, present and future, and there was a desire to capture the city’s
innovative spirit to harness its growth. The following sections of this report provide strategies and analysis to support these objectives
as a component of the city’s economic development efforts.
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Section 2. KEY STRATEGIES
This section builds on economic baseline, opportunities, and workforce assessments; coupled with stakeholder input to define
key strategies for economic development in Tullahoma. Sector-specific strategies are provided for existing and potential new Target
Sectors including Health Services & Biomedical Industries, Aviation & Aerospace Technology, and Tourism. These strategies focus on
the anchors of these sectors, along with the components of their business growth and development, labor force, and approaches for
growing the sectors in Tullahoma. A strategy for re-use, redevelopment, and new development of Buildings & Sites is also provided, in
light of priorities identified by local stakeholders. A strategy for refining the city’s Economic Development Structure is also recommended
as a framework to help create more strength and consistency in the city’s marketing and development efforts.

Health Services & Biomedical Industries Hub
Tullahoma is recognized as a medical hub for Coffee, Franklin, and surrounding counties. Vanderbilt-Tullahoma Harton Hospital
(formerly Tennova Healthcare Harton) serves as an important anchor for medical and health care services in southern Middle
Tennessee. Health care remains one of the nation’s fastest growing economic sectors. There is the opportunity to grow Tullahoma’s
hub and concentrate more health care services in the city as a spur for high-value and high-wage jobs.
Anchor Uses and Activities
As noted above, Vanderbilt-Tullahoma Harton Hospital is an important anchor for the delivery of health care services in the
area. The 135-bed facility provides a broad range of both inpatient and outpatient medical services. Among other things, the hospital
offers imaging services, an orthopedic surgery unit, sports medicine, critical care unit, chest pain center, sleep medicine,
rehabilitation/physical therapy services, and other services. Importantly, the hospital is affiliated with a trusted Middle Tennesseebased name in academia and medical care.
Vanderbilt also operates its LifeFlight helicopter service based at Tullahoma Municipal Airport, which not only enhances
Tullahoma’s role as a center for emergency medical services but also it’s historic role as a center for aviation and transportation.
LifeFlight has added a base in Tullahoma for ground ambulance advanced life support (ALS). Positions associated with this base
include advanced EMS technicians, paramedics, and management. There is the opportunity to promote and expand such support
services.
Aside from the hospital, medical doctors, and clinics, Tullahoma has a small cluster of health care providers, services, suppliers,
and associated support activities. Examples include LifeAid Medical Equipment, Fresenius Medical Care, Tullahoma Drug Store, Life
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Care Center of Tullahoma, Walgreens, Home Instead Senior Care, CVS, Fast Pace Health Urgent Care Center, Hometown Respiratory
Consultants, and others.
Educational Resources
Motlow State Community College offers relevant programs in Bioinformatics, Health Sciences, Nursing, Preclinical Lab, and
Pro-OT & PT that enhance the base of people graduating with health care skills in Tullahoma. Enrollment at the Moore County /
Tullahoma campus peaked at nearly 2,000 students in Fall 2017 and fell precipitously during the COVID Pandemic to a low of just 614
in Spring 2021 (up to 737 in Fall of that year). Enrollment fell system-wide during this period, so the decrease was not unique to the
local campus. Meanwhile, online learning in the Motlow State CC system increased from less than 100 in Fall 2018 to 2,700 by Spring
2021, again mostly an impact of the Pandemic on in-class learning. As of Fall 2021, about 11% of Moore County campus students
were enrolled in Nursing and 7% in Health Science programs. A handful were in paramedic training, bioinformatics, and related fields.
The largest shares of Motlow State CC students at the local campus originate in Shelbyville, followed by Manchester,
McMinnville, and Tullahoma. Others are from Fayetteville and Winchester, plus about 40 small towns scattered across southern Middle
Tennessee and north Alabama. The four largest originating high schools are Coffee County Central (17%), Shelbyville Central (14%),
Tullahoma High (13%), and Franklin County High (13%).
Health Care Services & Related Business Recruitment
Economic Development efforts can be geared towards enhancing the health care services base in Tullahoma through more
targeted business recruitment efforts. Initially, it will be important to identify any significant gaps in the supply of health care services
or related businesses in the area which provide an opportunity for business recruitment or development.
Given Tullahoma’s strength as a center for aviation and aerodynamic testing technologies, there may also be opportunities for
small medical device and equipment manufacturers, suppliers, or repair services who could utilize Tullahoma Municipal Airport
for distribution. Generally, producers or suppliers of small, unique, and/or expensive specialized equipment are more likely to use air
freight to distribute their product than would companies that are more dependent on ground freight services. Given Tullahoma’s distance
from the interstate highway network but also given its local airport access and the specialized skills and equipment anchored at AEDC,
opportunities may exist for further development of this niche market. Synergies may also exist between the medical emergency
transportation hub that Vanderbilt has established at Tullahoma and the production or distribution of specialized emergency medical
services and equipment.
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Potential business recruitment opportunities identified for this effort include the following (along with their North American
Industrial Classification System (NAICS) code):













Health Care & Related Services
Testing / Forensic Laboratories
Specialized Medical Training Schools
Offices of Other Health Practitioners
Audiology/Hearing Testing Services
Outpatient Care Centers
Medical Laboratories
Diagnostic Imaging Centers
Other Miscellaneous Ambulatory Health Care Services
Specialty Hospitals
Nursing Care Facilities
Intellectual & Developmental Disability, Mental Health Facilities
Continuing Care Retirement Communities & Assisted Living

5413-80
6113-10
6213
6213-40
6214
6215-11
6215-12
6219-99
6223
6231
6232
6233







Related Manufacturing & Supply
Ventilation, Heating, AC & Refrigeration Equip Mfg. (e.g., Laboratory Freezers)
Other Misc. General-Purpose Machinery (e.g., Centrifuges, Lab Furnaces)
Analytical Laboratory Instrument Manufacturing
Irradiation Apparatus Manufacturing (e.g., Suction Tubes)
Medical, Dental, and Hospital Supplies and Equipment Merchant Wholesale

3334-10
3339-99
3345
3345-17
4234-50

The viability of these targets for recruitment would need to be tested further, but baseline analysis suggests that there are gap
and growth opportunities for these businesses based in part on the city’s competitive strengths in health care services, aviation, and
testing technologies.
Operating Structure
In order to advance recruitment and business development efforts, it is recommended that the City and its economic
development partners establish a committee charged with outreach, research, and support for this sector. Committee membership
might include representation from Vanderbilt-Harton Hospital, Motlow State Community College, and local health care service providers
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along with the airport and AEDC. The committee would inform the broader efforts of the City’s economic development and marketing
team as identified later in this section.

Aviation & Aerospace Industries
And Associated Technology Development
Tullahoma has long been a center for innovation, with the testing and development of aviation and aerospace technologies that
have protected and contributed to America’s military and aerospace dominance. The presence of the Arnold Engineering Development
Complex (AEDC) has driven this innovation, through public and private sector skills and expertise. While AEDC has had an enormous
impact on the local economy, driving demand for local services and supporting local business development, the base has not yet spunoff an active, sustainable core of private companies developing and manufacturing commercial products in Tullahoma based on the
base’s technology innovation and strengths. Yet, there are opportunities to build on the local skills, expertise, and possibly facilities
and equipment that are unique to AEDC to spur entrepreneurial development and attract businesses to commercialize emerging
technologies. Efforts are already underway to attract an Air Force Innovation Hub to Tullahoma to help interpret AEDC and local
aviation heritage, while also promoting holistic opportunities for economic development. These opportunities are explored below along
with strategies to leverage local assets including AEDC, the U.T. Space Institute, and the Tullahoma Municipal Airport for the purposes
of economic development.
Anchor Uses and Activities
As noted above, AEDC is a global leader in aviation and aerospace innovation/R&D, testing, and development. ADEC “conducts
developmental testing and evaluation for the nation through modeling, simulation, ground, and flight testing,” focused on aerospace
and defense systems. ADEC has among the “most advanced and largest flight simulation test facilities in the world,” with nearly 60
aerodynamic and propulsion wind tunnels, rocket and turbine engine test cells, space environmental chambers, arc heaters, ballistic
ranges, centrifuges, and other specialized uses.1 At least 14 of the center’s test units are unique in the world.
Much of AEDC’s activities are carried out by a small set of military contractors with specialized expertise and experience,
including National Aerospace Solutions (NAS, led by Bechtel National, with Sierra Lobo and GP Strategies Corporation), Akima
Support Operations (ASO), and OBXTek (a Joint Venture of Jacobs Technology, Pacific Architects & Engineering, and GP Strategies
Corporation). Smaller contractors provide support services and supplies.

1

Arnold Engineering Development Complex. Arnold Air Force Base Web Site, 2021.
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Tullahoma Regional (Municipal) Airport, because of its lead role in local aviation and potential for partnerships, is also an
important asset for growing Tullahoma’s technology base. The airport is situated adjacent to under-utilized land that could be further
developed for associated activities that could use airport transportation, logistics, and technologies. Jacobs Technology already has a
major office facility located adjacent to the airport. As noted elsewhere, the City’s Airport Authority has made investments in the
Tullahoma Regional Airport to upgrade it to achieve Select Tennessee certification and to develop a 114-acre Business Airpark. The
City has been marketing and engaged in relationship building to promote the airpark and recruit aerospace and aviation-related
businesses.
Tullahoma also benefits from its proximity to the research and development facilities located at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville,
Alabama, just over one hour away. While not located in Tullahoma, Redstone scientists nevertheless maintain aerospace research
relationships with their counterparts at AEDC. Clearly, Tullahoma’s geographic positioning near Redstone and its contractors provides
opportunities for further spin-off in aerospace innovation and technology development.
Educational Resources
The University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) is clearly another anchor use as well as educational resource available
for leveraging and growing the technology sector in Tullahoma. This small campus, with about 100 post-graduate students, is affiliated
with the State university system and therefore has access to state government resources and economic development policy promotion.
UTSI has over 80,000 square feet of laboratory space dedicated to aerospace technology research and development. Research
Centers at the institute include BEAMS (Biomedical Engineering and Materials Science), CEAR (Computational and Experimental
Aerospace Research), CLA (Center for Laser Applications), HORIZON (High-Speed Original Research and Innovation Zone), and the
Mӧssbauer Lab (experimentation and analysis of spectra).
Entrepreneurial Development & Business Recruitment
There were opportunities identified for both entrepreneurial development and business recruitment relating to the AEDC hub.
UTSI educational resources, and innovation activities clustered in Tullahoma. Some of these opportunities relate directly to aviation
and aerospace, but also to broad-based testing and product development. There is the short-term opportunity for attracting
development of an “Innovation Hub,” similar to those located at other Air Force installations and offering space for small entrepreneurs
to develop their concepts. There may also be longer-term opportunities for a broad-based Technology Park that could attract
investment, capital and jobs not only in emerging technologies and product development but also downstream commercialization and
manufacturing of products for distribution. This concept has not been tested. Initial phases of technology development could be
promoted by the Innovation Hub and through relationships with UTSI.
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Arnold Heritage Center & Innovation Park. A proposal has been developed for creation of an Arnold Heritage Center and
Innovation Park, which would focus on several different objectives, namely:




a space for accommodating technology-related innovation, entrepreneurship, and business development,
a tourism hub to celebrate Hap Arnold and AEDC heritage including innovation in aviation and aerospace technology
a recreational facility and park to promote better health and to fulfil a DoD directive to enhance quality of life and recruitment

A proposed “multipurpose heritage/cultural center” would house interpretive space, event space, and a flex theatre. Adjacent
to this facility is proposed office space for entrepreneurs, workforce development, and military spouses along with outdoor public
spaces, trails and recreational activities. The facilities are proposed to be located in the Waggoner Park area, on AEDC property (or,
alternatively near the Tullahoma Municipal Airport). It is assumed that the City will submit this proposal to the US Air Force/AFWERX
program for funding consideration. Air Force innovation hubs already exist or are under development at Barksdale Air Force Base
(StrikeWERX, associated with the nuclear industry, Louisiana), Kirtland Air Force Base (NewSPACE, associated with the emerging
space industry, New Mexico), Eglin Air Force Base (DefenseWERX, associated with munitions technology, Florida), Los Angeles
(SpaceWERX, associated with the space industry, California), Scott Air Force Base (ELEVATE, focused on technology transfer,
Illinois), and others.
Technology Park. A longer-term opportunity rests in the concept of a technology park anchored perhaps by the aforementioned
innovation hub (Arnold Heritage Center et al) and potentially by specialized functions or spin-off operations of UTSI and AEDC, as key
drivers for innovation activity. The park would be focused on product development, commercialization and manufacturing that would
maximize entrepreneurship and job creation. As such, the park would need to access technology transfer, specialized locally-based
expertise and equipment, and other elements of successful R&D or technology parks that help to leverage entrepreneurial activities
and also attract national or international investment.


Aviation & Aerospace Technologies. There would clearly need to be a focus on aviation and aerospace-oriented technologies
based on the expertise, testing activities, innovation, and specialized equipment concentrated at AEDC as well as the presence
of a local airport facility. Such technologies might generate spin-off related to the following industries
o
o
o
o
o

Ultralight Aircraft Testing & Manufacturing
Aircraft Engine & Engine Parts Manufacturing
Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Manufacturing
Rocket Engines, Guided Missiles Manufacturing
Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Parts Manufacturing
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Medical-Related Technologies. As noted earlier, there are synergies that could be further developed between the specialized
innovation and testing activity at AEDC, the Biomedical Engineering & Materials Science (BEAMS) activity at UTSI, and the
presence of an accessible airport for distribution of specialized equipment. The spin-off activities related to these technologies
might include the following, as noted earlier:
o
o
o
o
o



Ventilation, Heating, AC & Refrigeration Equip Mfg. (e.g., Lab Freezers) NAICS
Other Misc. General-Purpose Machinery (e.g., Centrifuges, Lab Furnaces)
Analytical Laboratory Instrument Manufacturing
Irradiation Apparatus Manufacturing (e.g., Suction Tubes)
Medical, Dental, and Hospital Supplies and Equipment Merchant Wholesale

3334-10
3339-99
3345
3345-17
4234-50

Aerodynamics Technologies. Again based on the specialized expertise, testing activities, and equipment housed at AEDC
and its contractors and personnel, there are opportunities to build on the broader work of the base relating to aerodynamics
that might be applied to other industries above and beyond aviation and aerospace. Such industries include HVAC, refrigeration,
wind turbines, ventilation, and related equipment with multiple applications across business and industry. Certainly the wind
energy industry could be considered an especially important target for business development, given the major activities
associated with wind tunnels and testing aviation and aerospace equipment at AEDC. Associated instrumentation and
measuring devices could also be considered a potential target for development, again given the base’s competitive strengths
and the cluster of skills in contractors associated with AEDC. Possible spin-off industries include the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Farm Machinery & Equipment Mfg. (Blowers, Forage)
NAICS 3331-11
Ventilation, Heating, AC & Commercial Refrigeration Equip. Mfg.
3334-10
Commercial & Industrial Fan & Blower and Air Purification Equip. Mfg.
3334-13
Heating Equipment Manufacturing
3334-14
AC & Warm Air Heating Equip. & Comm/Ind. Refrig. Equip. Mfg.
3334-15
Propellor Straightening Press Manufacturing
3335-19
Turbine & Turbine Generator Sets Mfg (e.g., Windmills/Electric Generators)
3336-11
Air & Gas Compressor Manufacturing
3339-12
Pneumatic Tube & Conveyors Manufacturing
3339-22
Automatic Environmental Control Mfg. (Combination Limit & Fan Controls)
3345-12
Instrument Mfg. for Measuring & Testing Electricity/Signals
3345-15
Measuring, Controlling Device Mfg (Vibration Meters, Analyzers, Calibrators)
3345-19
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o
o
o

Small Electric Appliance Mfg. (Fans, Heaters, De/Humidifiers, Air Purif. Equip.)
Motor Vehicle Electrical Equip. Mfg. (Fans, Electric Cooling, etc.)
Ventilation Equipment and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers

3352-10
3363-20
4236-20, 730, 830

Importantly, the potential for development of these industries has not been tested, and the approach for developing, marketing,
managing, structuring, siting, phasing, and financing (including venture capital for) a technology park would need to be determined
through a feasibility study. Therefore, it is recommended that a next step produce a feasibility study to develop a concept for the
park that would be economically and financially sustainable and viable, especially in terms of the relationships that would need to be
developed with AEDC/USAF, UTSI, Tullahoma Municipal Airport, Motlow State CC, and other potential partners.
Funding/Management Structure
The proposal for the innovation hub has suggested a “partnership” with the US Air Force for an enhanced use lease and
memorandum of understanding (MOU) for operation, with funds leveraged from multiple agencies including the Department of
Commerce/Economic Development Administration (EDA), TVA, University of Tennessee/UTSI, Department of the Interior/National
Park Service, Department of Defense/AEDC/AFRL, NASA, and private industry partners. The proposal also recommends initiation of
an advisory group/committee and a capital campaign to raise funds for its development.
Existing innovation hubs located at Air Force bases around the country are operated internally from within the U.S. Air Force
structure including AFWERX, the division responsible for the SBIR program which “harnesses small business innovation research to
enable the Air Force to develop and adopt commercially viable innovations.”
If, in the longer-term, the City developed a technology park strategy, then a broader-based operations, management and
financing approach would be recommended based on the findings of a feasibility study. Certainly there are opportunities as well for the
City to enable both small business innovation and technology development as well as business recruitment through a host of incentives
and policies that would leverage such activity. Examples might include partial sponsorship or collaboration on development of
incubators and business space, airport land, and support infrastructure. The City might also consider incentives such as small business
grants to leverage purchase of specialized equipment. Often, such grant agreements come with claw back provisions that allow the
City to recoup equipment or other investments due to company failure or for other reasons.
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Tourism Destination
Economic analysis and stakeholder visioning has indicated a need for the City of Tullahoma and its partners to become more
directly engaged in marketing, developing, and promoting the city as a tourism destination. The proposed Arnold Heritage Center, as
discussed previously, could augment the efforts of the Beechcraft Heritage Museum in interpreting the city’s aviation and aerospace
heritage for tourism purposes. Being at the heart of the Tennessee Whiskey Trail also provides opportunities for capturing a larger
share of the existing and potential whiskey tourism market. Other opportunities, identified elsewhere in this plan, relate to the city’s
many recreation assets, creating more destination-oriented events, and accommodating live music and events downtown.
Anchor Uses and Activities
The anchor tourism uses and activities can be aggregated into four main categories: aviation & aerospace heritage, whiskey
trail, recreation amenities, and events. The Whiskey Trail connects Jack Daniel’s and George Dickel Distillery through downtown
Tullahoma. These two internationally recognized brands are housed practically in Tullahoma’s back yard. There may be the opportunity
for one or both of them, or another distillery, to operate a micro-distillery, bar/restaurant, or retail establishment in downtown Tullahoma,
although the market potential for such uses will have been tested as part of the city’s retail market analysis.
As noted above, the city’s Aviation & Aerospace Heritage is captured currently through the Beechcraft Heritage Museum,
whose collections could be augmented and celebrated further through the proposed Arnold Heritage Center. The heritage center
proposal suggests that this facility would be among the few that actually honor the legacy of Air Force founding father “Hap” Arnold. It
is also recommended that a new City library be established in the downtown area that houses special collections relating to Air Force
history, aviation, and aerospace. Such special collections could become an attraction in themselves, not only to researchers but through
special exhibitions and interpretation for the general public.
Tullahoma is located in an area blessed with Recreation Amenities that already serve as anchors for recreation tourism that
could be promoted further. Such amenities include the Short Springs State Natural Area and areas associated with the various lakes
(e.g., Lake Normandy, Woods Reservoir, and the 3,546-acre Tims Ford State Park), within or near the city. Tims Ford already brings
thousands of visitors to the Winchester-Tullahoma area each year, so there are likely to be opportunities for capturing more recreation
spin-off and activity associated with this existing visitor base. The proposed Rock Creek Park and greenway would also add significant
value to Tullahoma’s recreation base and would further enhance its amenity base as an important asset for attracting and retaining
workers who may otherwise like in Murfreesboro or other urban hubs.
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Concepts for an outdoor public space in downtown Tullahoma are presented elsewhere in this plan. An outdoor public space
and/or amphitheater could help the city sustain a more active calendar of Live Music and Special Events that, as with the recreation
amenities, help to create assets for attracting and retaining the labor force. Being located in Middle Tennessee, not far from the
epicenter of music tourism, it is important for Tullahoma to examine opportunities for enlarging its base of music-related events and
activities, especially where they celebrate local musical heritage and native-born performers. This plan included a market analysis for
development of a meeting venue, which determined that while there is some potential for utilization of such a facility, co-branding with
a recognized name (e.g., Jack Daniel’s or George Dickel) would enhance opportunities for capturing a broader market base. The report
also strongly recommends that a full feasibility study be conducted to determine such a facility’s operating sustainability, especially in
light of competing facilities nearby in Manchester and Murfreesboro.
Business Recruitment and Development
In order to promote business development relating to the whiskey trail and associated tourism, it is recommended that findings
of the retail market analysis completed for the City be used as a basis for identifying specific business targets and opportunities for
business leveraging and commercial development. The market analysis will have provided forecasts on tourism-generated market
support for specific categories, businesses and brands as well as the requirements for recruitment and leveraging.
Establishing strong anchors like the Arnold Heritage Center would help in securing more aviation, aerospace, and militaryrelated tourism, especially among veterans and military families but also among those interested in aviation and aerospace heritage.
So, supporting the submittal of the heritage center proposal is a first step. Concurrently, Tullahoma should examine opportunities for
creating stronger ties and relationships with Huntsville, Redstone Arsenal, and the Marshall Space Flight (U.S. Space & Rocket) Center.
Nearly 800,000 people visit the U.S. Space & Rocket Center per year. So, it is in Tullahoma’s interest (much as it is to establish
relationships with the distilleries) to conduct outreach and collaborate with both AEDC and Marshall SFC on establishing regional tours
and combined visit opportunities (in concert with AEDC, of course). A regional aviation and aerospace heritage tour might include
Redstone/Marshall, AEDC/UTSI, the Beechcraft Heritage Museum, the new Aviation Heritage Park in Bowling Green, Kentucky, and
the Southern Museum of Flight in Birmingham. There may also be opportunities to expand Huntsville’s Space Camp concept to include
use of some facilities at AEDC, if there are any that could be opened to the public. Growing these partnerships and facilities could
generate spin-off in the form of potential lodging, retail, and restaurant sales in Tullahoma.
The City’s retail market analysis would have also tested the potentials for recreation-oriented tourism businesses that could be
recruited to support tourism to the area’s lakes and natural areas. Such businesses might include sporting goods and apparel stores,
bicycle supply and mechanics, tubing or other water recreation tour operators and suppliers, bait & tackle shops, boat and marine
vehicle dealerships, and others. The City would use the findings of the market analysis to focus on economically-viable business
opportunities for recruiting business operators and entrepreneurs. Resort lodging may provide another opportunity for the City to
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explore with potential developers along Lake Normandy or elsewhere in the city. Aside from retail and lodging, the City would focus on
developing new amenities, as discussed previously, in the form of the downtown-area “Rock Creek Park” and greenways that generate
recreational opportunities near the heart of the city. With the development of new venues and facilities, the City may then be able to
market itself more effectively for sports and recreation-based tourism.
Similarly, the City’s focus on attracting more meetings and events would be on creating an outdoor venue in the downtown area
that could accommodate music and other public events, and on testing the long-term sustainability of a meeting venue. The Tullahoma
Area Chamber of Commerce already has a role in promoting events, but there is a need for the physical development of spaces to
accommodate events in a supportive setting.
Marketing & Development Structure
As noted above, the Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce already plays an important role in marketing and promoting tourism
to the city. There is also a Tourism Committee appointed for the city. That being said, there is a need for an entity engaged more on
the product development side of tourism, as opposed to marketing alone. The City of Columbia has created a tourism director staff
position, who oversees both the development of tourism products as well as marketing for the city. This position is funded through the
City’s hotel/motel lodging tax. Tullahoma may not have the resources by itself to create a municipal tourism position, but there may be
opportunities to collaborate with other agencies (e.g., AEDC, County/IDB), in funding a broader development authority position
dedicated to various development projects including tourism product development. The development component of this position is
oriented to conducting outreach, such as to AEDC, Marshall Space Flight Center, Jack Daniel’s, George Dickel, resort lodging
developers, Beechcraft Heritage Museum, potential recreation retailers, and others (as indicated in various places in this section) to
facilitate discussions on potential products and development opportunities. This position would also work within the various City
agencies to coordinate on planning & zoning, permitting, master planning, proposals, grant funding, and development relating to the
various potential tourism projects (such as Rock Creek Park, the Arnold Heritage Center, and others).

Buildings & Sites
Stakeholders have noted a dispersed presence of underutilized buildings and sites throughout the city, but especially near
downtown and along several corridors radiating from the city. Several strategies for enhancing the utilization of these sites and buildings
are provided here as input to the overall economic development element of the plan.
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Inventory and Assessment
The first step in this process would be to inventory buildings and sites, and to assess their conditions for reuse, rehabilitation,
or redevelopment. A retail market analysis will often provide an inventory of each commercial building and use, which will serve as the
basis for assessing conditions and prospective higher and better uses. If that inventory has not been accomplished for the city, then it
is recommended that such an inventory be completed that includes the building or site, address, ownership, zoning, existing use,
square footage (both living space and total), parking, year built, and conditions rated on a consistent scale that can inform potential
reuse.
Marketing Program
Once buildings and sites have been inventoried and conditions assessed, then a priority list would be developed that focuses
on those buildings and sites that are vacant or underutilized, where the owner is willing to rent or sell the space (determined through
outreach to the owners), and that are positioned in key locations such as along important gateways into the city, in corridors in need of
reinvestment and redevelopment, or in/near the downtown area. Once this priority list has been established, then it would be
disaggregated into those properties that are marketable and those that would require rehabilitation, restoration, or demolition in order
to be marketable for prospective uses. For those properties that are marketable as-is, then the City would work with owners and brokers
to ensure that they are actively marketed and would offer to facilitate or fast-track permits, approvals, and utilities for uses that are
deemed to be in the City’s interests.
Building Rehabilitation and Redevelopment District Incentives
The City would work to define redevelopment district(s) that include clusters of the buildings and sites identified through the
inventory. One redevelopment district might be focused on the downtown area, for example. For those buildings in need of rehabilitation
as well as undeveloped sites, the City would offer a package of incentives if located within a redevelopment district. The Downtown
Redevelopment District might offer access to tax increment financing (TIF) monies if it can be shown that public or private
improvements will leverage an incremental increase in the value (and therefore tax basis) of properties in the district. Public
improvements in that area might include, for example, extension of a greenway, development of Rock Creek Park, creation of an
amphitheater for public events, or streetscape improvements on downtown streets.
A separate South Jackson Redevelopment District is recommended that would have a focus on revitalization of and
investment in the infrastructure and business base in this predominately African American community. Business incentives might be
offered in this corridor that help to leverage the success of existing and potential new businesses, such as through building façade
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grants, a co-op purchasing program (that writes down the cost of supplies by wrapping them into the Citywide supply chain), and loan
guarantees (that require no up-front financing but allow the City to act as guarantor for bankable but higher-risk small business loans
in the area). The latter might only require that the City enable the establishment of an interest-bearing or investment trust fund to be
held as a guarantee.
Streetscape Program
Lower-quality urban aesthetics were mentioned by a number of stakeholders as an issue impacting on the quality of life of
existing residents but also on economic development and labor force recruitment and retention efforts. It was determined that a proactive streetscape program could help the City improve its aesthetic and image among residents, prospective employees, and visitors
alike. Streetscaping can sometimes help leverage revitalization of buildings and sites, by encouraging more private investment in areas
that become more appealing to pedestrians and passing traffic.
Streetscaping can be accomplished in well-planned phases that allow time for the City to generate sufficient advance funding
or financial resources to pay for improvements, some of which (e.g., undergrounding of utilities) can be expensive. Certainly it will be
critical to define priority districts, informed by the elements of this plan, for streetscaping programs. This strategy has already suggested
the creation of at least two redevelopment districts, one downtown and the other along South Jackson. Streetscaping improvements
can be incorporated into the programs designated for these special districts.
Some streetscaping programs also generate funding through a self-imposed special assessment (e.g., such as through a
Business Improvement District), but the density and value of properties within the downtown and South Jackson corridors are unlikely
to contribute sufficient revenue to support improvements, even if assuming that property owners agree to the levy. The downtown TIF
could generate some funding to support streetscaping, at least in the downtown core, but the extent of that incremental revenue
(necessary to pay the bonds) would need to be projected.
Workforce Housing
Another strategy for enhancing the utilization of vacant or underutilized sites and buildings is to encourage the development of
workforce housing, which can be focused in the corridors where some of this vacancy exists. As noted in the Housing Market Analysis
component of this plan, there is a need for more housing to accommodate young residents and workers who otherwise are commuting
from Murfreesboro and other locations because of the lack of workforce housing in Tullahoma. The City can acquire sites in these highpriority redevelopment districts or corridors and create an RFP process to recruit workforce housing developers to these sites, using
the land as a negotiating tool for leveraging quality housing.
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Economic Development Structure
Stakeholders also noted a disconnect between the myriad agencies, committees, and organizations conducting various
elements of economic development in Tullahoma and surrounding areas. There is a need for collaboration, but also for consistent
marketing and for designating responsibilities and resources to the appropriate parties to carry out specific strategies as outlined herein.
The following recommendations aim to refine the existing economic development processes in which the City and its partners are
currently engaged.
Tullahoma Area Economic Development Corporation (TAEDC)
The existing TAEDC should fulfill much of the role of directing economic development efforts for the City. However, there
appears to be a lack of strategic planning, oversight, delegated powers, and tracking to ensure that economic development efforts are
accomplishing goals and objectives set forth for the city. In order to shore up this position, enhance its mandate, and strengthen
outcomes, the following strategies are recommended.
1. Develop an Economic Development Strategic Plan. This economic development element of the comprehensive plan can
provide a starting point for developing a more strategic plan for the City. The elements of the plan would build on this report
and include the goals and objectives, projects list and status report, accomplishments, recruitment targets, marketing and
branding plan, funding and incentives, sites and buildings, and a list of metrics and benchmarks to be used to measure success.
A targeted implementation action plan (see below) should also be developed as part of the strategic planning process. The ED
Strategic Plan should be presented annually to the Council; with updates on accomplishments, metrics, and benchmarks
reported quarterly.
2. Target Implementation Actions. An implementation Action Plan should be developed (as part of above) that responds to the
recommended strategies herein plus any other economic development initiatives in which the City is engaged (e.g., retail
business recruitment, airport industrial park, etc.). The Action Plan should have specific timetables, and designated
responsibilities, funding requirements, and sources of funding where applicable. Components such as streetscaping that would
be coordinated by a different agency should nevertheless be included as an economic development initiative in collaboration
with other agencies or departments.
3. Restructure Committee System. The existing and recommended new City committees relating to Economic Development,
including the Tourism Committee, the Health Care Services & Medical Industries Committee, and the Dream Tullahoma
Committee, coupled with representatives of the Tullahoma Airport Authority, Tullahoma Utilities Authority, Tullahoma Area
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Chamber of Commerce, along with agencies of City Government should serve in an advisory role to the TAEDC, rather than
solely as independent committees acting on economic development matters. A Marketing Committee should be formed with
representatives of selected economic development entities to coordinate a consistent and “unified” messaging and branding
strategy. (Among the elements to be emphasized in marketing the city is the excellent school system). These committees should
meet regularly (e.g., quarterly) with the TAEDC to ensure compliance and consistency.
4. Metrics and Benchmarking. As noted above, economic development in Tullahoma needs to be measured through a series of
objective metrics and benchmarked against comparable and competitive communities. In addition to standard measures
including business starts & failures, job change, relocations, unemployment statistics, real estate valuations, use of incentives,
and others; the metrics should also examine fiscal returns from projects, expansion and diversification of the tax base, building
reuse and revitalization, new development, housing diversification, and labor force recruitment. The city should examine and
identify comparable and targeted communities and benchmark those communities against key factors (such as workforce
commutation patterns – live/work).
5. Adherence and Council Oversight. There is a need for adherence to the strategic plan and for council oversight of the TAEDC,
to ensure that it is meeting objectives. Staff performance needs to be measured in part based on adherence to the strategic
plan and accomplishments, as well as metrics, benchmarks, and such measures as number of business outreach, retention,
and recruitment meetings; incentives communicated and utilized, marketing plans developed, etc. As noted above, TAEDC
should report regularly to Council and meet regularly with its advisory committees to ensure better coordination and
communication on branding, image, and marketing initiatives as well as on development projects.
Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce
As noted above, it is recommended that the Chamber have responsibility for tourism marketing but would work closely with the
City (and its prospective development entity) in developing new tourism products. The Chamber also has responsibility for business
networking and retention, working with existing businesses to ensure that they receive the resources they need to thrive in the city.
The Chamber has a primary focus on downtown marketing, and again, would work with the City’s development entity where appropriate.
Tullahoma Development Director/Authority
A need has been identified for a development entity, such as a Tullahoma Development Authority (TDA), that focuses on project
development and business recruitment in the city. Many cities have a local development authority, often focused on downtown or
sometimes working in tandem with the industrial development board. The City Manager currently serves to some extent as the de facto
development director, but there is a need for a position dedicated to development, with a focus on projects such as the following:
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Buildings and Sites: Inventory, physical assessments, and prioritization of buildings and sites for marketing, redevelopment (in
concert with the TAEDC Director)
Workforce Housing: Facilitate site assembly, developer recruitment
Downtown Redevelopment District/TIF: Rock Creek Park, downtown streetscape program, public performance/meeting/event
spaces, redevelopment sites, public parking
South Jackson Redevelopment District: Streetscape program, facilitate redevelopment, business incentives
AEDC/Arnold Heritage Center: Implementation, collaboration, facilitation
Airport/Technology Park: Feasibility study, land assembly, organizational structure
Recreation Facilities that add amenity value and serve as hubs for sports and recreation tourism.

These activities are primarily development-oriented or involve public infrastructure and leveraging. However, they differ from
the more traditional industrial development-oriented activities of the Industrial Development Boards in Coffee and Franklin counties. If
the IDB boards envision the diversification of their activities to include some of the aforementioned projects, then the funding of a
separate development entity or position may not be warranted. Similarly, the TAEDC position could be wrapped together and
consolidated with a development director to create a new position with a broader set of skills. Alternatively TAEDC could function more
as a development agency, with some access financing and policy tools that it currently cannot access. Thus, there are three models
for consideration:
1. Tullahoma Development Authority (TDA) created as a new agency with some financing capacity to support the efforts of the
TAEDC, Chamber, Airport Authority, and other entities on tourism and economic development efforts.
2. TAEDC Director Position in existing agency, expanded to comprise skills in both economic development (business recruitment,
etc) and project development.
3. TAEDC transitions to have a broader combined ED and development function, including financing and policy capacity. This
agency might have added staff capacity as well to handle development projects as well as business recruitment.
If the concept of a Technology Park is determined to be a priority project in the long run, then the development position (whether
as an independent TDA or as part of the existing TAEDC) will become even more important.
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